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Abstract

The Backward Silicon Tracker of the H1 experiment is being used in con-
junction with a lead-fiber Calorimeter for detailed investigations of inclu-
sive deeply inelastic scattering of leptons from protons, e±P → e±X, and
of charm production at small values of the Bjorken variable x, x ≤ 10−3.
In this thesis the development of a trigger for the Backward Silicon Tracker
is described. The detector was installed in 2001 and started to operate
in H1 after the HERA upgrade. Exploiting the low noise performance
and fast time response of solid state semiconductors, a silicon pad detec-
tor telescope was developed for the first level trigger on tracks scattered in
the backward region of the H1 detector. The design of the new trigger part
of the BST consisting of silicon pad detectors and dedicated fast readout
circuitry is described. Results of beam tests and first luminosity data are
presented.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Dissertation beschreibt die Entwicklung eines Triggers für den Back-
ward Silicon Tracker (BST). Der Detektor wurde im Jahre 2001 instal-
liert und nach der Modifizierung von HERA zur Erreichung höherer Lu-
minosität in Betrieb genommen. Der Backward Silicon Tracker des H1-
Experiments wird in Verbindung mit einem Blei-Scintillationsfaser Ka-
lorimeter zur detaillierten Untersuchung der inklusiven tief inelastischen
Streuung von Leptonen an Protonen, e±P → e±X, und der Charm-
Erzeugung bei kleinen Werte der Bjorken Variable x, x ≤ 10−3 eingesetzt.
Die guten Eigenschaften von Festkörper-Halbleitern, geringes elektroni-
sches Rauschen und schnelle Signalantworten, wurden bei der Entwicklung
des Silizium-Pad-Detektors zum Nachweis von Spuren in der Rückwärts-
region des H1-Experiments in der ersten Stufe des Triggersystems ausge-
nutzt. Der neue Triggerdetektor des BST, der Pad-Detektor und die dafür
entwickelte Ausleseelektronik wie auch die implementierte Logik werden
beschrieben. Resultate von Teststrahlmessungen und von ersten Messun-
gen unter Luminositätsbedingungen an HERA-II werden dargestellt.

Schlagwörter:
Halbleiter, Detektor, Spur, Trigger
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1964 the American physicists Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig
independently developed a theory of particle physics that proposed quarks
as the building blocks of protons and neutrons [1]. According to the SU(3)
internal symmetry scheme only two types of quarks, the up quark and the
down quark, are needed for a static explanation of nucleons. Experiments
conducted with high energetic colliding leptons and nucleons to probe
the nucleon structure, table 1.1, supported the existence of quarks and
explored their behaviour [2, 3, 4, 5].

Table 1.1: Measurements of the nucleon structure functions.

Experiments Beam Target

E49,E61,E80,E87,E89,
E130,E137,E139,E140,
E142,E143,E154,E155

(SLAC)

e (6..48) GeV
H2, D2,

3He, Be, C,
Al, Ca, Fe, Ag, Au,
C6O4H8, NH3, C2H4

BCDMS (CERN) µ (100..280) GeV H2, D2, C,N2, Fe
NMC (CERN) µ (90..280) GeV H2, D2, He, Li, C, Ca, Fe
EMC (CERN) µ (100..280) GeV H2, D2, C, Ca, Fe, Cu, Sn
SMC (CERN) µ (100..190) GeV H2, D2

CCFR (Fermilab) ν, ν (30..600 GeV) Fe
E665 (Fermilab) µ (470 GeV) H2, D2

H1 (DESY) e± (27.5 GeV) p (920 GeV)
ZEUS (DESY) e± (27.5 GeV) p (920 GeV)
HERMES (DESY) e± (27.5 GeV) H2, D2

8
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The advantage of electrons and positrons as probing tools in studying the
proton structure is that these are elementary particles well understood in
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and that their interactions with other
fundamental, electrically charged particles, quarks in the quark parton
model (QPM), are theoretically well defined.

Because of their stability and electric charge, electrons and positrons
can be accelerated up to very high momenta which is important for deeper
resolving the proton structure. The de Broglie wavelength of the probing
particle, λ = h/p, must be much less than 1 fm that corresponds to a
particle momentum greater than 1 GeV. Under this impact the nucleon
target is likely to disintegrate, therefore the e±P scattering at high energies
shows an inelastic character.

1.1 Inelastic Electron-Proton Collisions

1.1.1 Kinematics of the e±P Scattering

At HERA [6] electrons (positrons) of energy El = 27.5 GeV collide head-
on with protons of energy EP = 920 GeV. The initial four-momentum of
the lepton k ≡ (El, px,l, py,l, pz,l) is equal to (El, 0, 0,−El) neglecting the
rest mass of the particle. On the other hand the initial four-momentum
of the nucleon P ≡ (EP , px,P , py,P , pz,P ) obtains values (EP , 0, 0, EP ) and
the beam center-of-mass energy (CME)

√
s reaches large values,

√
s =

√
(k + P )2 ≈

√
4ElEP = 318 GeV, (1.1)

which makes HERA a collider at the highest energy frontier. The e±P
interaction proceeds via the exchange of a virtual vector boson, as shown in
fig. 1.1. The reaction mechanism uses a term“charged current” (CC) when
it is mediated by W± gauge bosons, otherwise it is called“neutral current”
(NC) when the force carriers are virtual Z0 bosons or virtual γ-quanta.
In these processes the lepton number has to be conserved. The neutrino
(anti-neutrino) from the CC event or the scattered electron (positron) from
the NC process is produced with a momentum k′ ≡ (E ′

l, p
′
x,l, p

′
y,l, p

′
z,l). The

proton fragments into a set of hadrons X, e±P → l′X, only governed by
the conservation laws.

One straightforward way to measure the proton structure is inclusive
analysis of the recoil electrons (positrons) in the single-photon exchange
mechanism which is dominant in the inelastic reactions. The kinematics of
inclusive events is described by the following Lorentz invariant quantities:

Q2 = −(k − k′)2, y =
P · (k − k′)

P · k
. (1.2), (1.3)
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Here Q2 is the mass squared of the virtual exchanged photon. The minus
sign of this parameter (eq. 1.2) denotes its virtuality and the absolute value
varies within the range 0 < Q2 < s. In the limit Q2 → 0 the photon is
almost real. This is the analogy to the de Broglie wavelength of the probing
particle or, in other words, the resolving power of the interaction. The
deep-inelastic region is defined by Q2 > M2

p , the square of the rest mass
of the proton. The vector (k−k′) = q defines the four-momentum transfer
from the electron (positron) to the hadronic system. In the rest frame of

the proton: P̃ = (MP , 0, 0, 0), k̃ ≈ (2EP El
MP

, 0, 0,−2EP El
MP

) = (Ẽl, 0, 0, p̃z,l)

and respectively k̃′ ≈ (Ẽ ′
l, p̃

′
x,l, p̃

′
y,l, p̃

′
z,l), the variable y can be rewritten

as: y = 1− Ẽ ′
l/Ẽl. It acquires the meaning of the relative energy transfer

and stands for a measure of inelasticity of the process. Another variable,

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram for the inelastic eP scattering.
The four-vectors of particles are given in parantheses.

called Bjorken x, is defined as the ratio of the four-momentum and the
energy transfer in the proton rest frame:

x =
Q2

2y P · k
=

Q2

2P · (k − k′)
(1.4)

In the QPM it corresponds to the fraction of the proton momentum carried
by the quark which took part in the interaction. By convention x and Q2,
besides the CMS energy s, are used to describe the inclusive scattering
process. The kinematic region available in these variables for several deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments at low Q2 is shown in fig. 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The x, Q2 kinematic plane for H1 and fixed target muon-
proton experiments for studies of the nucleon structure.

1.1.2 Deeply Inelastic Scattering Parameterisation

An important assumption of the QPM is that the cross section for deeply
inelastic scattering is a sum over individual parton interactions with the
probe. Conservation of the total momentum of the proton leads to the
expectation:

ε =
∑

q

∫ 1

0

xfq(x)dx = 1, q = u, d, ... (1.5)

where fq(x) are the probabilities of finding u or d quarks with their frac-
tional momenta between x and x + dx. The parton momentum density
distributions fq(x) are not determined by the QPM and the x-dependence
of the DIS cross section must be directly measured. Integration over the
experimental data, however, gave the result ε ≈ 0.5 [7]. The missing part
of the proton’s momentum is spread over neutral gluons which are the
carriers of the strong nuclear interactions between the quarks and don’t
experience the electromagnetic force.
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The emission of gluons and their splitting into quark-antiquark pairs is
described by perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD). It deals
with the forces in a field where the interaction potential is proportional to
a strong coupling constant αs = g2

s/4π, where gs is analogous to the charge
e of QED. A special property of this field is that its quanta, the gluons,
may directly interact with each other. This leads to a logarithmically
decreasing function αs(Q

2) of Q2 for all quark flavours:

αs(Q
2) ' αs

{
1− 7αs

4π
· log

(
Q2

Q2
0

)
+

[
7αs

4π
· log

(
Q2

Q2
0

)]2

+ . . .

}
'

' αs

1 + (7αs/4π) · log (Q2/Q2
0)
≡ 1

(7/4π) · log (Q2/Q2
0)

, (1.6)

where the Q2
0 is a suitably chosen reference scale. The probability that the

quark carrying momentum yp emits a gluon, leaving itself with momentum
xp (0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1), fig. 1.3, can be written as a power series of αs(Q

2):

P (z, αs(Q
2)) =

αs

2π
P (0)(z) +

(αs

2π

)2

P (1)(z) + ... , z =
x

y
(1.7)

The pQCD theory allows probability computations for these quantum-
mechanical sub-processes and their evolutions with the momentum of the
probe Q2, currently up to next to next to leading order of the splitting
functions P (2)(z).

Figure 1.3: The leading-order QCD diagrams for quark and gluon sub-
processes. Quarks, q, and gluons, g, are shown by straight
and curly lines, respectively.

P (0)
q→q(z) =

4

3
· 1 + z2

1− z2
, P (0)

q→g(z) =
4

3
· 1 + (1 + z2)

z
(1.8), (1.9)
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P (0)
g→q(z) =

1

2
·
(
z2 + (1− z)2

)
(1.10)

P (0)
g→g(z) = 6

(
z

1− z
+

1− z

z
+ z(1− z)

)
(1.11)

Thus the corrections to the universal proton momentum include a replace-
ment αs → αs(Q

2), factorisation and a sum over all hadron constituents:
quarks, gluons and antiquarks. The leptons not only scatter from the
“valence” quarks of the proton, but also from the so-called “sea” of the
quark-antiquark pairs which are created by the interaction itself. The to-
tal momentum of the probing particle must be divided between the quark
and the gluon, leaving the quark with a lower fraction of the total proton
momentum.

As the momentum of the probe increases further and its resolving dis-
tance becomes more minute, it may see the gluon radiated by the valence
quark dissociating into a quark-antiquark pair from the vacuum sea. There
will appear more quarks carrying very low fraction of the total proton mo-
mentum. The important result of the quark-gluon interactions is that the
effective parton distributions depend also on Q2 when the quantities x and
Q2 are evolved separately. At HERA it was discovered that the density at
low x is very large [4, 5].

1.1.3 Double-Differential Cross Section

The DIS cross-section represents a quantum-mechanical probability of the
nucleon interaction multiplied by a flux of virtual bosons. The main mea-
surement of the experiments regards the variation of the cross section with
the energy lost by the lepton during the collision and the angle through
which the incident lepton is scattered. By selecting the outgoing lepton
energy and the angle it is possible to vary Q2 and x (see section 1.2.1),
thus sampling the parton distributions. For electromagnetic interactions
of unpolarized electrons (positrons) and unpolarized protons the double
differential cross-section, up to higher order corrections in QED, has a
form:

d2σ

dxdQ2
=

4πα2

xQ4

[
2xF1(x, Q2)

y2

2
+ F2(x, Q2)(1− y)

]
, (1.12)

which follows from four fundamental properties of electromagnetic inter-
actions: Lorenz invariance, unitarity, gauge invariance and parity conser-
vation. The unknown functions F1(x, Q2) and F2(x, Q2) are called the
structure functions of the proton. The partonic expression of the struc-
ture functions is found by adding all possible combinations of quarks and
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antiquarks involved in the reaction, weighted with their electric charges
squared:

F1 =
1

2

∑
q

e2
q(fq(x) + fq̄(x)) (1.13)

F2 = x
∑

q

e2
q(fq(x) + fq̄(x)) (1.14)

The sum extends over all quark and antiquark flavours. The difference
F2 − 2xF1 is named the longitudinal structure function FL which is pro-
portional to the absorption cross section σL of longitudinally polarized
virtual photons. The function F2 contains both the transverse σT and the
longitudinal σL polarization states. The double-differential cross section

scaled down by a factor k =
2πα2Y+

xQ4 , where Y+ = 1 + (y − 1)2, is known

as the reduced cross section:

σr(x, Q2) = F2(x, Q2)− y2

Y+

FL(x, Q2) (1.15)

The determination of F2 and FL at HERA has been a major and the
primary scientific task. Measurement of those functions is crucial for un-
derstanding physics at low x, i.e. the structure of high parton densities,
up to high x where valence quarks determine determine the structure of
the proton.

1.2 Experimentation at HERA

1.2.1 Reconstruction of the Kinematic Variables

There is a number of methods used by HERA experiments for the x and
Q2 measurements [8]. The colliding-beam detectors H1 and ZEUS have
an almost 4π geometrical acceptance and they resolve both the leptonic
and the hadronic final states.

In the electron method [9] the kinematic variables y and Q2 are
calculated through the energy E ′

e of the scattered electron (positron) and
its polar angle θe with respect to the proton beam direction:

y = 1− E ′
e

Ee

sin 2 θ

2
,

∆y

y
=

y − 1

y
· ∆E ′

e

E ′
e

⊕ 1− y

y
· cot

θ

2
∆θ (1.16), (1.17)

Q2 = 4EeE
′
e cos 2 θ

2
,

∆Q2

Q2
=

∆E ′
e

E ′
e

⊕ tan

(
θ

2

)
·∆θ (1.18), (1.19)
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The third quantity, Bjorken x, can be found from the following relation
neglecting the rest masses of the proton and the electron (positron):

x =
Q2

ys
,

∆x

x
=

1

y
· ∆E ′

e

E ′
e

⊕
(

tan
θ

2
+

1− y

y
· cot

θ

2

)
·∆θ (1.20), (1.21)

The component tan (θ/2) causes large x and Q2 uncertainties at electron
scattering angles θe → 180◦ with respect to the proton beam. A precise
electron track measurement in this geometry becomes essential, therefore.

The reconstruction accuracy in this method relies largely on the electron
energy measurement. The bremsstrahlung in the initial and/or in the
final states or emission of additional virtual photons leads to a lowering
of the electron energy. The electron method is most influenced by the
radiation effects since it uses the information about the scattered electron
only. However, the energy-momentum balance, from the so-called E − pz

variable, is required to be fulfilled. This largely reduces the radiative
corrections which are applied using Monte Carlo techniques. The main
problem of the electron method is the resolution divergence ∼ 1/y towards
low y.

For charged current DIS in which the neutrino produced can not be
detected and for neutral current DIS at low y the hadron method is
used for kinematic reconstruction. It relies on the recognition of the fi-
nal state hadrons, which are represented by tracks and/or characteristic
energy losses. This method was refined for combined use of electron and
hadron information.

Every reconstruction technique is effective in a certain kinematic region
where it provides better accuracy. In order to optimize the resolution of
the kinematic variables in the broadest range a combination of several
methods is often used.

1.2.2 Determination of the Structure Functions

In most of the kinematic range the reduced cross section σr(x, Q2) is given
by F2(x, Q2). The contribution of the FL(x, Q2) is small or negligible
because of the quadratic y term term in formula (1.15) and since FL ≤ F2.
Thus for low y the DIS measurement can be directly interpreted as a
determination of the F2 structure function.

The double-differential cross section is found as a number of DIS events
originating in certain region of x and Q2, so-called “bin”, on the kinematic
plane divided by the total number of e±P interactions given by the HERA
luminosity. A variable bin size is chosen to be larger than the resolution of
the kinematic variables. The statistical error in every bin should be smaller
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than the systematic uncertainty where the latter depends, in particular,
on the trigger efficiency.

Figure 1.4: Influence of FL on the DIS reduced cross section σr. The σr

range at large y represents the extreme assumptions FL = 0,
upper curve, or FL = F2, lower curve.

In the high y region, the FL part of the reduced cross section becomes
comparable to the F2 value, see fig. 1.4. Their separate measurement is
possible by changing the center of mass energy while keeping x and Q2

constant. From the definitions

FL(x, Q2) =
Q2

4π2α
σL(x, Q2) (1.22)

F2(x, Q2) =
Q2

4π2α

(
σT (x, Q2) + σL(x, Q2)

)
(1.23)

one can find the DIS cross section:

σ = Γ(y)(σT + ε(y)σL), (1.24)

where Γ(y) = αY+/(2πQ2x) stands for the flux factor of virtual photons
with the ratio ε(y) = 2(1 − y)/Y+ for transverse and longitudinally po-
larized quanta where σT and σL define their absorption cross sections.
The cross section for fixed x and Q2 is expected to depend lineary on
ε(y) ≡ ε(s) according to formula (1.20). Thus one can fit the ratio R and
extract F2 from:

R =
σL

σT

=
FL

F2 − FL

(1.25)
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In experiments with a non-variable beam energy a model is needed for the
R(x, Q2) in order to obtain FL(x, Q2) or F2(x, Q2) [10], which are given
by formulas:

F2(x, Q2) =
σr

1 +
y2

1 + R(x, Q2)

(1.26)

FL(x, Q2) =
(
F2(x, Q2)− σr

) y2

Y+

(1.27)

The measurement error is then a superposition of the systematic, sta-
tistical and parameterization errors. In the absence of data with varied
beam energy at HERA the well known behaviour of F2 was extrapolated
to lowest x or high y, i.e. F2 = F extrap.

2 in equation (1.27). This allows to
interpret the σr data as a measurement of FL at lowest x. A recent re-
sult [11] for the structure function measurements by H1 is shown in fig. 1.5
for F2(x, Q2) and in fig. 1.6 for FL(x, Q2).

Figure 1.5: Low-x measurements of F2(x, Q2) in a wide range of Q2. F2

is large and rises steeply with Q2 at low x, i.e. in this region
the parton (q and g) densities are large. The behaviour of F2

can be described by perturbative QCD.
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Figure 1.6: The longitudinal structure function FL(x, Q2) as measured by
the H1 experiment at low x. The curves represent a prediction
of FL from perturbative QCD calculations based on the H1
data on the other structure function, F2.

1.2.3 Background Suppression

According to the formula (1.12) the DIS cross section has a 1/Q4 depen-
dence. Therefore most leptons scatter at low angles from their incident
direction. Often they are lost in the beam pipe – the leakage of particles
along the beam axes is unavoidable. There are several processes concur-
rent to DIS which can mimic the electron in a sample of DIS events.

A large background component arises from γγ decays of the lightest
meson, π0, produced during the hadronization of the nucleon final state.
With some probability these γ-quanta are detected directly in calorimeters
but often they convert into e+e− pairs in the detector material. Some part
of electromagnetic signals produced by π0 → γγ decays can be filtered out
controlling the opening angle between two photons which is a function of
the initial meson momentum.
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The electron and the positron can emit bremsstrahlung photons result-
ing in new cascades. Knowledge of the longitudinal and transverse profiles
of electron-photon showers allows their suppression since hadrons produce
broader energy clusters. Monte Carlo event simulations are used in de-
veloping the data selection cuts. Most of the π0 contamination, however,
is not resolved with the calorimeter. Requirement of a track close to the
vertex region which is assiciated to a calorimeter cluster becomes very
effective in reducing the neutral background component.

Figure 1.7: Comparison of the particle energy in the backward calorimeter
of H1 with the track momentum measurement using the Back-
ward Silicon Tracker [12]. The sign of the result corresponds
to positively or negatively charged particles.

The track requirement reduces part of the neutral background. A fur-
ther background source is due to the fact that sometimes it is difficult
to distinguish between the scattered lepton and the hadron because their
signals are too similar. False tracks are mostly related to the charged
hadronic particles. An efficient method of eliminating the remaining back-
ground is based on the determination of the particle charge. All those
tracks which are opposite electrically to the expected leptons, can be re-
moved, fig. 1.7. The same fraction of unipolar events can be subtracted
statistically assuming the charge symmetry of the background.
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Another source of false DIS signatures is a beam-induced background.
High multiplicity tracks are produced in the interactions of accelerated
particles with residual gas molecules. Off-beam orbit protons may scat-
ter off the beam-line elements and hit the detector. Opposed to low x
DIS, such events have often a very high particle multiplicity that can be
measured and exploited online for the background rejection.

A rather high power of the synchrotron radiation is emitted by electrons
(positrons) due to their transverse acceleration in the bending sections and
focusing magnets of the HERA machine. The non-e±P background is run-
dependent, therefore some number of so-called “pilot” HERA bunches are
left unpaired (i.e. the corresponding bunch in the other beam is empty)
for its studies. A ratio between the number of colliding ncolliding and pilot
npilot bunches gives an approximation:

N bg
total =

ncolliding

np−pilot

N bg
p−pilot +

ncolliding

ne−pilot

N bg
e−pilot +

ncolliding

nempty

N bg
empty (1.28)

Thus the integral of the DIS events can be corrected. It requires keeping
the information about every bunch crossing for the further data processing:

• Timing cuts to reject events coming from upstream
interactions of the proton and/or lepton;

• Track validation and event vertex reconstruction
within a defined range;

• Linking data from tracking detectors and calorimeters;

• Controlling the particle multiplicity for every event.

All these tasks can be implemented into the hardware.



Chapter 2

The H1 Detector

2.1 The H1 Experiment at HERA-II

The integrated luminosity delivered by HERA-I for the H1 and ZEUS ex-
periments in the period from 1994 to 2000 was approximately 140 pb−1

including both, the positron and the electron beams, fig. 2.1. The lumi-
nosity upgrade program of HERA [13] should provide 1 fb−1 over about
5 years with an instantaneous peak luminosity of 5·1031 cm−2 s−1. With
larger data sets the proton structure function F2 can be measured to higher
precision allowing extraction of the quark and gluon densities with an ex-
perimental precision of 1% [14].

Figure 2.1: The cumulative luminosity for the H1 and ZEUS
detectors in the first running period of HERA.

21
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A major upgrade of the HERA machine in 2001 resulted in the modifi-
cation of the interaction regions (IR) inside the H1 and ZEUS detectors.
Two superconducting magnets, GG and GO, were installed next to the
interaction point (IP), fig. 2.2, to focuse the leptonic beam stronger to
achieve a spot size of 120 × 30 µm2. The electrons (positrons) deflected
near the IP emit up to 13 kW of the synchrotron radiation (SR). This
power can not be absorbed inside the detector, therefore geometry aper-
tures of the beam tube are arranged such that the SR fan passes the
detector with very small losses.

Figure 2.2: Layout of the interaction region of the H1 in the HERA co-
ordinate system. Solid and dashed lines show the e+ and e−

beam envelopes and their corresponding magnet positions.

The final focusing magnets GM for the proton beam were shifted towards
the IP from 26 meters in the original design [15] to 11 meters distance.
Because of much higher momenta of protons the final state particles are
spread mostly close to the proton beam direction. To register them ac-
curately the H1 facility has an asymmetric layout with more equipment
placed in their direction. By convention this part of the H1 detector is
called the “forward” region. The opposite, “backward” region and the
central part, fig. 2.3, are instrumented to detect both the hadrons and
scattered leptons.
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Figure 2.3: The major components of the H1 detector used for the DIS
measurements at HERA-II: LAr (Liquid Argon calorimeter),
SPACAL (lead/scintillating-fibre calorimeter), FTD (forward
tracking device), CJC (central jet chamber), BST (backward
silicon tracker).

The cross section measurement for the low Q2 events relies mainly on
the Liquid Argon calorimeter [16], the backward calorimeter SPACAL [17]
and central and backward tracking systems [18, 19]. The H1 detector com-
bines nearly hermetic calorimetry with tracking in a solenoidal magnetic
field of 1.15 Tesla.

2.1.1 Calorimetry System

The scattered lepton can be registered in the SPACAL or in the LAr
calorimeters with relative energy resolution: σE/E '7%/

√
E/GeV⊕1%

and 10%/
√

E/GeV⊕1% respectively. The SPACAL has a high trans-
verse granularity and provides a determination of the spatial coordinates
of electromagnetic clusters with σx,y ' (4.4/

√
E/GeV⊕1) mm precision.

The hadronic final state energy is measured in the LAr calorimeter
with about 50%/

√
E/GeV⊕2% accuracy. The calorimeter has a non-

compensating design (the detector response is not equivalent for different
components of hadronic showers), therefore some special corrections are
used to re-weight signals for the proper jet energy reconstruction [20].
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Weighting functions are obtained from the Monte Carlo jet simulation
and from calibration measurements [21]. For hadrons in the backward
region of H1 the SPACAL provides approximately σE/E ' (56 ± 3)%
energy resolution.

The SPACAL physical trigger [22] on leptons is based on the ana-
log energy sum compared to three energy thresholds adjustable in the
range between ∼100 MeV and ∼20 GeV. The fast timing response of the
SPACAL scintillation counters and the relatively good timing resolution,
σt = (0.38± 0.03) ns, of the photomultiplier tubes (PMT) allow the time-
of-flight (ToF) measurements to veto beam induced background already
at the first trigger level [23].

Trigger signals for leptons and hadrons in the LAr calorimeter are de-
rived from the digitized energy sums in the detector cells. Programmable
look-up tables are used to build up various final trigger elements for needs
of different physics topologies. An upgrade program for the existing LAr
trigger [24] is underway with the aim to trigger on localized energy depo-
sitions in the calorimeter - “jets”.

The measurement of inelastic events needs an inclusive trigger on scat-
tered charged leptons. For accurate analyses of DIS the trigger has to
have minimum bias conditions, because the result relies merely on the
lepton candidate and is free of uncertainties connected with the hadronic
final state. At low Q2 ≤ 150 GeV2 this means triggering with adjustable
SPACAL energy thresholds. As discussed above, the high sensitivity to
small energies requires efficient background supression techniques using
topological and tracking information. Dedicated track triggers are worked
out and used for photoproduction events

2.1.2 Tracking System

The tasks of the H1 tracking detectors are to trigger on charged parti-
cles, to reconstruct their tracks and vertices and to measure the particle’s
momenta. The trajectories of charged particles moving in a homogeneous
toroidal magnetic field are helices which can be described using a set of five
variables. Every sub-detector uses its own techniques to determine these
parameters. Tracks which have a substantial transverse pt momentum are
registered in the central trackers: COP, CIP (the outer and the inner pro-
portional chambers) and also CJC1, CJC2, COZ (drift chambers) all of
which are arranged concentrically around the beam pipe.

Tracks with a high pz component can be detected in the forward and
backward chambers (FTD and BDC) whose planes are oriented perpen-
dicular to the beam axis. These forward and backward tracking detectors
were upgraded during the HERA shutdown in 2000-2001. A special role
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is given to the newly designed forward silicon tracker (FST) and the up-
graded central and backward silicon detectors, the CST and the BST, for
precise track measurements as they are devices closest to the IP region.

Forward and Central Trackers

Triggering over the large solid angle is based on multi-wire proportional
chambers whose timing resolutions is better than the bunch crossing in-
terval. The fast signals from the COP and the CIP detectors are used:

• to provide a calorimeter independent track trigger for events
with vertices inside the nominal interaction region;

• to define rays of charged particles from the interaction
region and link these rays with the calorimeter trigger;

• to suppress multitrack events from beam-gas or beam-
wall interactions outside the e±P interaction region by a
fast z-vertex reconstruction method.

These are cylindrical multi-layer detectors with a laminar - “pad” struc-
ture for each slice (the COP has a coarse granularity) covering in θ the
range from 10◦ to 170◦ (the best estimation for the CIP is given).

Their reconstruction algorithm relies on calculations of the intercept
with the beam axis for all possible track patterns. The number of candi-
dates is histogrammed in several bins along the interaction region. The
trigger is activated when the bin content exceeds certain threshold. A
16-fold division of the vertex range provides the minimum bin width of
about 5 cm [25].

The forward proportional chambers were linked logically to the vertex
trigger for the determination of forward rays coming from the interacion
region. During the forward drift detector (FTD) upgrade [26] the removal
of its multiwire proportional chambers for triggering is partially compen-
sated by scintillating counters.

The high Q2 scattered lepton and/or charged leptons from the hadronic
decays traverse already half a radiation legth of material before entering
the FTD. This leads to reconstruction efficiency losses. The accuracy
of the momentum measurement [27] for particles degrades due to their
multiple coulomb scattering. Thus a new forward silicon tracker (FST)
was built and positioned in front of the FTD at low angles, see fig. 2.3.
The identification of the scattered lepton in the forward region of the H1
is thus eased and became possible imposing the calorimeter cluster-track
link prior to the dead material.

The FST consists of 6 wheels of silicon micro-strip detectors. The
distance between strips amounts to 25 µm. The analog readout of every
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third strip allows measurements of space points with σr = 7.2µm precision
for track residuals – deviations of measured track coordinates from their
best-fit curve. The transverse momentum resolution of the FST σpt/p

2
t

was estimated of the order of 4% GeV−1. This is worse than of FTD,
because the silicon tracker has smaller level arm in the x−y (r−φ) plane
for helix measurements. The combined FST-FTD momentum resolution
reaches, nevertheless, about 2% GeV−1 [28].

The central outer drift chamber COZ performs measurements of the
z-coordinate of the track much more precise, σz = 300 µm, than achieved
by charge division of the CJC signals (2 cm). Usage of the central sil-
icon tracker offers a 12 µm accuracy in r−φ coordinates and 22 µm in
z-coordinate definition. This, together with the forward and the back-
ward silicon trackers, provides a good efficiency for detecting hadrons with
decay length of a few hundred micrometers, fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Acceptance of micro-strip detectors for heavy quark DIS
events. F c

2 , F b
2 measurements become possible with (2..10)%

systematic error in the extended x and Q2 range.

A few layers of the central drift chambers establish a so-called r−φ
trigger [29] for tracks in the central region which have a distance to the
nominal beam line smaller than 2 cm. Signals from CJC1 and CJC2 an-
ode wires are discriminated by a threshold comparator. The combination
of digitized pulses is matched to the predefined track patterns according
to the track curvature in the magnetic field. The finite number of masks
makes possible only separation of tracks with low or high transverse mo-
mentum. Then the number of validated tracks is counted to generate a
level-one subtrigger.

A new fast track trigger (FTT) based on the CJC1 and CJC2 detectors
is being implemented to provide a highly selective recognition of jets [30]
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with their pt down to 100 MeV. The analog readout of these chambers
allows precise track measurements in the x−y plane with σx,y = 170 µm
coordinate and σpt/p

2
t = 0.7% GeV−1 momentum resolutions.

Backward Trackers

The backward region of the H1 tracking system is represented by two
sub-detectors: the BDC and the BST which were strongly influenced by
the HERA luminosity upgrade. Insertion of the new focusing magnet GG
required shortening the silicon tracker by reducing its number of planes
from 8 to 6. The increase of the inner diameter of the backward chamber
as well as the SPACAL calorimeter required to build BPC which replaced
the drift chamber used before. Moreover, the angular acceptance became
a non-uniform function of the azimuthal direction φ due to the excentric
position of beams during the positron operation.

The Backward Silicon Tracker of the H1 experiment has been used in
conjunction with the SPACAL calorimeter for detailed investigations of
the deep inelastic scattering [31, 32, 33], and of charm production [34]
at small Bjorken x ≤ 10−3. In its 1999/2000 configuration the BST was
equipped with 3 types of silicon sensors: silicon pad detectors to trigger on
particle tracks and silicon r and φ strip detectors for the precise coordinate
measurements of hit points in the r−φ plane [35], fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Silicon detectors with radial and concentric strips to measure φ
and θ scattering angles and wedge-shaped pads for triggering.
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The main trigger on backward scattered electrons, down to a few GeV of
energy, is provided by the SPACAL calorimeter [36]. A large background
to DIS events in this energy region stems from photoproduction processes.
Its neutral component can be rejected with a track requirement in front of
the SPACAL. Interactions between the proton beam and rest gas molecules
are another source of background which may not be fully recognized by
the SPACAL and its time-of-flight measurements. The background can be
efficiently reduced by validating tracks from the vertex region and checking
the hit multiplicity, which is particularly high for p-beam background and
low for inelastic e±P scattering events. For these purposes the BST-strip
detector was completed with a “Pad system” to detect charged particles
and to compare their signatures online with prescribed track patterns, so-
called trigger masks. The fast timing response (withing one HERA bunch
crossing, equal to 96 ns.) of the pad detector makes it suitable for the first
level trigger of H1.

2.1.3 Luminosity and ToF Systems

The luminosity is determined from the bremsstrahlung process
e±P → e±γP where the incident electron suffers radiation energy losses
in the electric field of the proton. This process has a dominant contri-
bution in the total e±P interaction cross-section and provides, therefore,
the minimum random error for measurements. It is moreover precisely
calculable in QED. The γ-quanta are registered by photon detector (PD)
and the leptons scattered at very large angle can be detected by “elec-
tron taggers” (ET). The photon detector contains a tungsten calorimeter
with implanted quartz fibres to emit and to guide the Cherenkov radia-
tion. The light collected has a PMT readout and the energy resolution
is σE/E ≈24%/

√
E/GeV⊕1%. The calorimeter is protected against the

synchrotron radiation (Eγ ≤ 150 MeV) by a beryllium absorber at the PD
entrance. A water-filled Cherenkov counter between the radiation shield
and the calorimeter reduces further the synchrotron background and pro-
vides measurements for those γ-quanta which have produced showers in
the absorber body.

Discrimination of energy signals Eγ > EPD
thres provides a trigger element

for the H1 data acquisition system. The instantaneous luminosity is de-
termined from the PD trigger rate normalized to the cross section of the
Bethe-Heitler process. The background and pile-up corrections are com-
puted using the electron pilot bunch data and the relevant trigger mix:
PD trigger, pilot bunch trigger, random trigger etc. The integrated lumi-
nosity is calculated offline relying on the PD trigger information [37]. The
photon detector is also used to trigger on radiative DIS events.
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The electron arm is equipped by two calorimeters: ET6 and ET40
which are placed at -6 m and -40 m from the IP, respectively. The ET6
tagger is similar to the SPACAL calorimeter but made of tungsten with
radiation-hard scintillating fibres for the entry point of the lepton and its
energy measurements: σE/E ≥ 7%/

√
E/GeV⊕1%. The ET40 detector is

a matrix of PbWO4 crystals with PMT readout. A local high-performance
DAQ based on electron taggers is being prepared for the online photon
detector calibration: Eγ = Ee± − E ′

e± . Both, the ET6 and the ET40
produce L1 trigger elements for the H1 central trigger to register very low
Q2 events.

Every new luminosity run is characterized by different levels of the
beam induced background components. A simple and efficient technique
to separate e±P interactions from background particles is to measure their
ToF-parameters as they have different paths to enter detectors. A number
of scintillating counters located in the forward and backward regions of
the H1 detector and a large scintillating wall behind the SPACAL provide
timing markers for the H1 central trigger system. These signals define
trigger elements applied to most sub-detectors as a veto condition for
background events.

2.2 Data Taking Triggers

2.2.1 Central Trigger

The efficient use of high luminosity relies on the central trigger system
(CT) which is programmed for searches of event candidates among the
described above sub-detectors. To minimize the decision time this system
has a multi-layer architecture with a fast global reset. The first level
trigger “L1” consolidates all individual sub-systems:

1. z-vertex trigger from the CIP chambers;

2. r-φ vertex trigger from the CJC detector;

3. BST vertex trigger and/or background veto;

4. Liquid Argon hadronic and electromagnetic triggers;

5. SPACAL hadronic and electromagnetic triggers;

6. Muon trigger (not covered in this work);

7. ToF and Veto Wall anti-trigger and some others.

Their signals, so-called trigger elements (TE), have different delay times
and duty cycles depending on response functions and operating conditions
of each sub-detector. Some H1 components, like the LAr calorimeter or
drift chambers, require longer times to prepare their trigger acknowledges.
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The moment, when the sub-system trigger can be processed by the CT,
is called the t0 bunch crossing1. The slowest detector, thus, determines a
global t0 and any other TEs are delayed to be put in coincidence with this
unique time.

There are 226 trigger elements defined for the first level trigger2. Their
logical combinations, so-called subtriggers, are simplified signatures of
physical events. The research policy of H1 defines priorities between sub-
triggers and establishes prescale factors for their rates, fig. 2.6. In addition,
some artificial sources like the random generator or cosmic rays passing
through the H1 detector can enforce an L1 decision. One or more success-
ful subtriggers after the majority scheme announce the L1 accept after
which the CT launches the readout phase of the central data acquisition
system (CDAQ) and the intermediate trigger levels L2 and L3, otherwise
the sampling phase is running further without having any dead time.

Figure 2.6: Data flow through the first trigger level of H1.

During the H1 sampling phase, information from the front-end is writ-
ten into a pipeline memory synchronously to the HERA clock frequency.
The H1 history for up to 32 successive bunch crossings is stored in the
pipeline and available for the CDAQ3. The L1 decision to keep an event
disables the pipeline updating, otherwise the relevant information would
be overwritten.

The trigger levels L2 and L3 being developed as a fast track trigger,
make full use of the high granularity t0 data stored in the pipeline. They
validate the L1 decision through detailed searches for topology clusters,
pattern matches, etc. in suitable sub-detectors. If the L2 or L3 filters
reject an event, the data readout is cancelled and the sampling phase starts
again. The L2 and L3 systems run in parallel with the CDAQ (bandwidth
≈ 50 Hz), fig. 2.7, and introduce, therefore, no additional dead time until
they process faster. Their effective performance is defined as an input
rate multiplied by the latency time, equal to 20µs and 100µs respectively.

1One HERA bunch crossing (96 ns) is taken as a minimum timing unit of H1.
2This is not a final number and it may change as the H1 detector will evolve.
3This makes the offline timing studies possible, but the main purpose of the pipeline
is to buffer the sub-system data and, therefore, to minimize the CDAQ access time.
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This requires the L1 accept rate to be kept at about 1 kHz level and it
is realized via setting appropriate prescaling factors for subtriggers [38].
Every sub-detector must provide, nevertheless, a reasonable frequency for
its trigger elements.

Figure 2.7: The H1 central trigger and the event builder.

The software level L4/5 contains all essentials of standard offline re-
construction programs. This system makes the final trigger decision to
log the H1 event onto tape. As reconstructed data of the whole detector
merge in the L4 level for the first time, this module is suited for the auto-
matic computing of prescaling ratios for different physical subtriggers [39]
as functions of beam conditions: injection, lumi tuning, stable run, end of
the fill. The L4/5 information becomes useful for monitoring, calibration
and efficiency studies of the new and upgraded H1 components.

2.2.2 Low Q2 Triggers

Each physics working group prefers a set of subtriggers for optimum anal-
ysis. The inclusive DIS measurements performed by the ELAN group
(“Electron Analysis”) are based on scattered charged leptons for Q2 ≤ 150
GeV2 which are reconstructed in the SPACAL and, for lower Q2, pass the
BST. The following physical subtriggers are utilized [40]:

1. The “S0” is the subtrigger used in most of the kinematic region for
the F2 structure function measurements. It requires an energy clus-
ter in the electromagnetic part of the SPACAL with about 6 GeV
threshold. A veto wall decision should be negative and background
signals from the ToF system in the SPACAL region (SToF) and the
backward ToF system (BToF) should be absent as well as the back-
ground signal from the Forward Interaction Timing system (FIT).
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A short-form of writing the subtrigger (symbols &, ‖, and ! express
conjunction, disjunction and negation logical functions, respectively)
is the following:

S0 = (SPCLe IET > 2) & v:3 & f:1, (2.1)

where v:3 and f:1 are the shortcuts for the veto conditions:

v:3 = ! BToF BG & ! SToF BG & ! Veto BG;

f:1 = ! FIT BG & FIT IA.

2. The access to the high y range for the FL measurements, that follows
from the formula (1.27), requires lower thresholds in the SPACAL
according to equation (1.16). The event frequency increases at low
thresholds. The subtrigger “S9” implementation includes, therefore,
a low multiplicity track confirmation from the CJC (DCRPh trigger)
and the CIP (zVertex trigger). This allows to use a minimum energy
in the SPACAL (≥ 2 GeV).

Additional veto conditions are applied to the hadronic part of the
SPACAL because at high y the hadronic final state is scattered back-
ward as well. Therefore the hadronic energies (AToF) are compared
with 0.6 GeV and their sums (ToF) with 12 GeV thresholds to pro-
duce a negative trigger decision.

S9 = (SPCLe IET > 1) & v:5 & f:1 & t:0 & z:0 & d:0, (2.2)

v:5 = v:3 & ! SPCLh AToF E 1 & ! SPCLh ToF E 2,

t:0 = DCRPh T0;

z:0 = zVtx mul < 7;

d:0 = ! DCRPh many.

Central trackers have a rather different angular acceptance than the
SPACAL. This leads to a somewhat biased DIS data sample from the “S9”
trigger which was the only way to access the low E ′

e region with the new
BST-Pad detector, however. It is yet natural to have a basic SPACAL
+ BST trigger in the backward region without further track requirement.
This would extend the kinematic region of the“S0”towards lower Q2 values
keeping the trigger rate on an acceptable level. At the “Ringberg 2002”
H1 trigger workshop it was proposed by the ELAN group to introduce
corresponding new subtriggers “S01” and “S09”. As can be seen in fig. 2.8,
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the advantage is mainly due to reduce the background at low E ′
e and thus

also the overall trigger rate. In this figure only the general definition of the
subtriggers is given. The number of trigger elements and their thresholds
could be different for some special, so-called “minimum bias” conditions.
Prescaling factors can be applied for those subtriggers depending on the
beam conditions, but for the rate estimates transparent runs (without
prescaling) are taken or other monitor triggers used.

Figure 2.8: Estimates for the background rate reduction for the new sub-
triggers “S01” a.) and “S09” b.) at low energies with the track
requirement in front of the SPACAL in the BST angular ac-
ceptance.

2.2.3 BST Triggering Concept

The main idea of the BST trigger is: a.) to select charged tracks (in the
r−z plane) pointing to the interaction vertex and b.) to veto on upstream
going tracks. The track validation algorithm also includes a cut on the hit
multiplicity in the pad detector to further suppress the background caused
by the proton beam.

The trajectory of a charged particle in the solenoidal magnetic field
can be reconstructed if it produces 3 or more space points (hits) in the
detector. The actual BST design contains 4 active pad layers. Their
geometry and positioning is defined by the following constraints: the CIP
and the beampipe determine the outer and the inner diameters of the
detector respectively. The BST length is limited at both sides by the
central silicon tracker and the GG magnet, respectively.
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From a simulation of DIS events in this region an angular distribution of
hadrons and the scattered electron (positron) crossing one of the detector
planes was found [41]. The azimuthal segmentation of the BST should
allow to separate their signals, because silicon sensors themselves don’t
distinguish leptons from charged hadrons as they are all minimum ionizing
particles. For a symmetric design with a conventionally chosen 16-fold
division in φ, only 1% of events have hadrons traversing the same φ-sector
as the scattered lepton.

It is worth noting that the BST-Pad design profits from the quiet en-
vironment: in the backward direction dominantly the electron is the only
particle or, for a process like J/Ψ → e+e− one or two electrons are to be
observed in the BST. This is in contradiction to high Q2 events in the
forward region or to p-beam induced background events.

Charged tracks with the momentum of a few GeV/c can be approx-
imated in the BST angular acceptance as straight lines defined by two
points, but the third point is still necessary for a robust track decision,
because the probability to fulfill randomly the criterion of two hits is high
enough. The estimates of the track stiffness versus different particle mo-
menta is given in fig. 2.9 for the 16-fold azimuthal segmentation of the
BST.

Figure 2.9: Fraction of tracks staying in one sector within 3(4) BST disks.

The confinement of tracks with p ≥ 1 GeV/c to one sector considerably
simplifies the principle of the trigger and, hence, its hardware realisation.
Only those tracks, which are sufficiently stiff, may be selected. Still, a link
between neighbouring sectors (the “φ-bus”) is foreseen on the hardware
level to trace particles with lower momenta.
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Formation of straight trigger roads crossing the detector planes and
pointing to the vertex requires a certain radial subdivision of every silicon
wafer. Z-positions of the pad and strip layers closely follow each other
and for both a ratio Zn+1/Zn is kept constant. This provides for similar
triangles the same ratio rk+1/rk independent of the crossing angle and
leads to following sequences:

Zn+1 = Zn
N
√

rmax

rmin

, rk =

(
Zn+1

Zn

)k

rmin (2.3), (2.4)

For N = 4 planes a set of k = 8 rings was chosen to keep the number of
possible signal combinations for tracks acceptable (fig. 2.10). An event has
triggered if at least one predefined track pattern (mask) is met. Usually the
mask means an exact superposition of signals from all four detector layers.
Although the efficiency of every individual plane is high, the efficiency of
the trigger degrades when the signal correlation between several planes is
required. A number of permutations with a lower number of participating
layers can be written for every mask to retain the total efficiency.

Figure 2.10: Geometral corrections to the BST trigger efficiency: a.) the
mask number dependence on the vertex smearing; b.) the
mask number dependence on the beam offset.

A large smearing of the vertex position around the nominal interaction
point with σz = 12 cm due to about 1.4 ns proton bunch duration leads
to a further pattern number increase. The maximum allowed number of
masks N determines a z-vertex cutoff and hence, the trigger efficiency,
fig. 2.10 a). During positron operation of HERA-II the specified offset
of the beamline (x = 8 mm) breaks the φ-symmetry of the BST and
introduces more trigger masks individually for every sector, fig. 2.10 b).
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A total of 70 masks is enough to ensure high trigger efficiency. The trigger
is realized, therefore, as a compromise between the residual inefficiency
accepted and the risk of a random pattern match from background or
from electronic noise.

BST for the 1st-level trigger

The BST-Pad provides L1 trigger elements for tracks. An additional flag
is set for the multiple tracks with the “back-to-back” topology which can
be accepted for some physical cases. A “veto” TE is used to control back-
ground conditions: it indicates the high detector occupancy or the up-
stream direction of at least one track. These signals are generated and
transmitted during the H1 sampling phase once per every HERA clock
period that corresponds to the dead timeless triggering concept. The
BST-Pad trigger elements are coded into 8 bits of the CT input word.
Their definition is adjustable and the current implementation is given in
table 2.1.

Table 2.1: The BST-Pad trigger word for the L1

Element Description
TE192 Track with projection onto the inner SPACAL region
TE193 Track with projection onto the outer SPACAL region
TE194 Two tracks with back-to-back condition in
TE195 High pad multiplicity (more than 6 hits per track)
TE196 Calibration pulse (timing marker for the pipeline)
TE197 Not defined yet
TE198 Not defined yet
TE199 Radiation monitor (has no physical meaning for the CT)

The arbitrarily defined“inner”and“outer”regions of the SPACAL differ
in their trigger rates because of the e±P cross-section dependence on the
lepton scattering angle. Therefore the BST-Pad may provide two trigger
signals which correspond to the track projection onto one of those re-
gions. It allows to separate Q2-dependent prescaling factors for combined
BST + SPACAL subtriggers which then form the unique DIS physical
subtrigger.

BST for the 2nd-level trigger

The “L1”decision of the BST-Pad can be validated at the L2 trigger level.
It is particularly important for multiple tracks to resolve the leptonic and
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the hadronic signals. This could be done by the L2 topological trigger
(L2TT) which may calculate for every track its projection onto the focal
plane of the SPACAL and check for signals in this region in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter part. Therefore the topological data (angles θ and φ)
for all track candidates in the BST-Pad are made available for the L2TT
trigger subsystem. The pad detector provides this information via the L2
data bus. The definition of the data bits is given in table 2.2.

The φ angle of each track is naturally defined by the BST sector number.
In the given φ-sector every triggered mask matches to a certain mean value
of the polar angle θ, or to some angular range in θ if several masks have
been triggered. These values have been found by simulation of tracks and
coded into the BST-Pad trigger algorithm, see Appendix B for details.

Table 2.2: The BST-Pad trigger word for one φ-sector sent to the L2TT

Data Bit Description
D0 Radiation monitor (has no physical meaning for the L2TT);
D1 Encoded number D which corresponds to the polar angle θ
... of the track when Bit 7 = ’1’ or to the multiplicity of trig-
D5 gered pads N(0...31) in any other cases;
D6 Veto signal (high detector occupancy or non-eP tracks);
D7 Flag for the track candidate(s) in the given φ-sector.

For more detailed combinatorics between different subdetectors a neural
network techniques (L2NN) is utilized that requires information about all
triggered pads - the so-called“raw”data from the BST-Pad. During the H1
sampling phase the topological and the raw data are stored in a pipeline.
The information about every new bunch crossing is written into the first
memory cell while the whole history is shifted by one time slice.

The depth of the pipeline for the topological data is adjusted in a
way that the last memory cell contains T0-relevant data before sampling
has been stopped. After the “L1 keep” announcement the content of this
last cell is transmitted through the L2 bus to the second-level topological
trigger synchronously to the HERA clock frequency that takes the first 7
periods as shown in fig. 2.11.

The raw data pipeline has a pointer to the “T0” cell, the content of
which is transmitted during “L1 keep” via dedicated cables to the L2NN
that takes only 4 HERA clock periods, fig. 2.12. The radiation monitor -
an auxiliary function of the pad detector which shares one data line with
the trigger algorithm (see chapter6 for details), - is halted for that time.
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Figure 2.11: The topology data package of the BST-Pad detector. Its
transmission takes about 4% of the L2 trigger decision time.

Figure 2.12: The raw data package of the BST-Pad detector. Every bit
corresponds to 4 ORed pads of the same detector’s ring as
can be judged from the plot.
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Silicon readout branch

The full content of the topological pipeline and the status word of the
BST slow control system are read out by the VMETaxi system via a VME
interface in the so-called “sub-system trigger crate” (STC) which belongs
to the “silicon readout branch” (number 12) of the central data acquisition
system [42]. The readout cycle lasts 1.3 ms on average because it includes
also the raw data processing from silicon strip detectors.

2.3 Conclusion

The layout of the H1 facility was upgraded by new focusing magnets close
to the interaction region. This led to a revised luminosity system and
modification or rebuilding of the FTD, BPC, SPACAL and BST detec-
tors. The latter contains now the L1 trigger with dedicated new readout
electronics. This uses an algorithm for the track recognition based on the
signal matching to a certain set of masks controlling the hit multiplicity
and generating the veto on background events. The BST trigger decision
still needs verification by adjacent detectors like the SPACAL and the ToF
system, but its stand alone operation with more sophisticated algorithms
should be possible. It must though be ensured that local failures are pre-
vented from disturbing higher levels of the trigger system and thereby
affect data collected from other parts of the H1 detector.



Chapter 3

The BST Trigger System

3.1 Overview

After the HERA upgrade in 2001 the redesigned “Pad” system started to
operate. It incorporates 48 detector modules. The attached 6 electronic
boards provide full detector control and perform the main data reduction
algorithm. The data from each board are transmitted to the H1 central
trigger system via a VME interface. The VME repeater cards route and
synchronize the data flow. Store cards accumulate topological data into
pipeline to be read out later upon the demand of higher level triggers. The
master card provides a level-one trigger decision. In appendix A one can
find the full circuit diagram of the slow control environment and of the
readout system which complies with the“dead timeless” triggering concept
of H1.

3.2 Detector Layout

The radial, azimuthal and longitudinal subdivisions of the BST-Pad de-
tector are chosen to realize a vertex-pointing track geometry as described
in a previous chapter. The apparatus consists of 4 wheels placed around
an elliptical beampipe at distances Z = -477, -520, -568 and -620 mm
with respect to the nominal vertex position. On each wheel twelve wedge-
shaped detector modules are mounted perpendicular to the beam axis.
Their sensitive region extends radially from 59 to 120 mm. In the polar
angle φ they cover 270◦.

Due to an excentric position of the beampipe inside the H1 detector
which accounts for the synchrotron radiation fan, a gap of 90◦ appears for
the BST in φ that required silicon strip and pad sensors with non-standard
shapes to be introduced at more than 4 z-positions. In the pad detector
a track is defined by hits in at least 3 or 4 Z-planes, thus the electron
scattering angle θ, for a vertex at Z = 0, ranges from about 168◦ to 174◦,
with respect to the proton beam direction.

40
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Figure 3.1: BST technical drawing (the global view) with the Silicon
wheels (left), the front-end (middle) and the cable support
rings (right). The 4 pad detector planes are mounted next to
the strip detector planes to the repeater adjacent side. This
drawing does not show the thin Cu-plated kapton electromag-
netic shielding which covers the whole detector.

3.3 Detector Module

Every detector module [43], fig. 3.2, consists of a silicon sensor (32 pads
on a common substrate) and a small printed circuit board (hybrid) with
a readout chip – application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). A special
flexible stripline on kapton basis provides an electrical connection between
detector hybrids and the front-end boards. Every hybrid has an aluminium
substrate contacting the water cooling ring for the heat distribution. To
prevent the air moisture condensing all modules should operate in the dry
nitrogen atmosphere.
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Figure 3.2: Pad detector module (only part of the wafer is shown). An
additional 4-fold azimuthal subdivision of the silicon sensor
reduces the detector capacitance seen by the preamplifier.

3.3.1 Silicon Sensor

The 380 µm thin, single sided silicon sensors [44] were designed by DESY
Zeuthen and manufactured by Micron Semiconductor Ltd. [45] in an ion-
implantation polyimide passivation process. All pads are AC-coupled and
use FOXFET biasing [46]. The capacitances of fully depleted pads range
from 15 to 50 pF depending on the pad size (33.3 mm2 to 115.7 mm2). A
guard ring surrounds the active area of the silicon sensor to avoid distor-
tions of the inner electric field at the crystal edges.

The signal from a minimum-ionizing particle (MIP) crossing perpendic-
ularly a silicon wafer, amounts to 25000 electron-hole pairs on average [47].
The number of free charge carriers produced by one MIP in a thin (with
respect to the particle radiation length) absorber, obeys the Landau distri-
bution law [48]. The statistical fluctuation of this number causes a random
noise component. The resulting electrical noise is a superposition of the
detector’s noise, the inherent noise of the readout chip and the pickup
noise. Both, thermal and shot noises of the silicon sensor are comparably
small due to the low input impedance of the readout electronics [49]. The
ASIC’s noise is determined by several design parameters and implemen-
tation technology and the pickup noise depends on the detector screening
scheme and the power supply circuitry.
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of the silicon wafer.

3.3.2 Readout Chip

The BST trigger system required a front-end with good signal-to-noise
characteristics. The readout chip PRO/A, designed in collaboration with
IDE AS in Oslo [50], improved very much the functionality of the previous
ASIC. The new chip has 32 channels with analog and digital outputs as
compared to 4 in the old chip. Every channel contains a charge-sensitive
preamplifier with variable gain, an active low-pass filter with 30 ns time
constant, a differential amplifier, a discriminator with a passive high-pass
filter at the input, a mono-flop which can be disabled for the time-over-
threshold mode and an open-drain output buffer.

An important new feature of the PRO/A chip is that the differential
amplifier allows the subtraction of the analog signals in two neighboring
channels from each other. This removes those signal harmonics, which
are common to both pads. This method was studied in a test beam and
then implemented into the chip design, fig. 3.4. It replaces the software
based common mode subtraction for strip detectors by electronics which
was seen to be necessary for triggering.

In every channel there is an input current compensation scheme which
is able to draw/sink up to 500 nanoamperes of the DC current to avoid
saturation of the preamplifier when one or more pads have their decou-
pling capacitors shortened. This feature can be turned on and off. Several
internal “bias” voltages define the ASIC’s operating regime. Their su-
perposition gives a common threshold voltage for 32 discriminators, but
external thresholds can overdrive these settings in 8 groups of 4 channels
each.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the PRO/A readout chip. Signal pro-
cessing circuitry: the preamplifier, the shaper, the differential
amplifier and the discriminator described above are shown.
The chip has a regular structure with 32 channels steered from
the control registers (below).

The chip steering is done via a 72-bit control register. The register
content, the so-called “sequencer code”, has a default “power on” config-
uration, but it can be changed any time when new system settings are
necessary. There is one synchronous input and one synchronous output
for the serial data and else one input for data strobes. The incoming data
bit is latched during the low-to-high transition of the accompanying clock
signal. The maximum download frequency is about 1 MHz. Thus it takes
at least 72.5 µs to reconfigure the chip.

The ASIC contains a calibration/test circuitry which multiplexes an
external charge pulse from a special input to one of the odd and/or even
channels. Each digital output can be enabled or disabled from the con-
trol register. Together with the calibration pulse circuitry this allows the
simulation of some special signal patterns to study the trigger response.

Several wafers were fabricated in a 1.2 µm N-well CMOS process by
AMS [51] and then shipped to the IDE AS for quality checks.
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3.3.3 PRO/A Chip Evaluation

An experimental setup was assembled at IDE AS and a method was de-
veloped to test the fabricated chips. Bias voltages were measured with
high precision. The data obtained had a regular structure, correlated to
the wafer number and the chip position on it. The maximum deviation
observed was about 10% indicating technological deficiencies.

The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) has been measured with a calibration
pulse. Two reference amplitudes with a rather large offset were chosen to
avoid big random errors coming from noisy environment (the special probe
card which provided electrical access to the bond pads had long unshielded
wires). An independent series of calibration measurements was performed
for a few ASICs under low-noise laboratory conditions in DESY Zeuthen
and then the whole data set was renormalized.

Table 3.1: PRO/A parameters check-list.

Parameter Specified value Measured value

Dynamic range ≥ 25 dB ≈35 dB
Sensitivity ≥ 25 mV/fC 130±1 mV/fC
Noise performance (1σ) ≤ 1200 ē 21100±100 ē
Detector capacitance ≥ 70 pF up to 500 pF
Channel cross-talk ≤ -40 dB -42±2 dB
Shaping time constant ≤ 25 ns 30±1 ns
Event frequency ≤ 10 MHz ≤ 5 MHz
DC input current ≥ 50 nA up to 500 nA
Power dissipation ≤ 5 mW/chan. 4.20±0.03 mW/chan.
Ambient temperature (10..70)◦C 3tested up to 70◦C

1Adjustable in four steps; the maximum value is given.
2For the highest gain and with 40 pF capacitor at the detector’s input.
3All measurements held at (22.0±0.5)◦C. The functionality was proven at 70◦C.

In total 48 plus some spares ICs out of 203 tested were needed for the
BST Pad detector. Thus it was possible to apply a rigorous selection cut.
A threshold scan (the number of trigger counts “Ni” versus the threshold
voltage set “Vi”, i=1..32) was done for every channel of the readout chip
with a calibration pulse fed in. The curve obtained is a convolution of the
amplitude spectrum with the number of issued calibration pulses. The
normal distribution is received by computing the first derivative (dN/dV )i.
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Here the mean value Mi of the Gaussian peak corresponds to the most
probable amplitude and the standard deviation σi is a measure for the
noise. The signal-to-noise ratio Mi/σi for every channel was chosen to
define the ASIC’s quality1. The S/N-cut is rather strong and the number
of accepted ICs decreases rapidly above a certain value. Therefore this
method is good only to identify all those defective devices with a high noise
and/or a small gain. A chip was rejected if at least one of its channels did
not fulfill the S/N-criterion.

Figure 3.5: The threshold spread for 32 channels of a pad
readout chip. Error bars show 3σi intervals.

An additional cut was applied choosing accordingly the operating thresh-
old voltage. The value Ti = Mi − 3 · σi corresponds to the maximum
threshold allowed in order to preserve the high trigger efficiency, fig. 3.5.
The worst channel with the smallest gain and the largest noise thus de-
termines the common threshold for the whole chip: Tc = min [Ti]. The
higher the threshold to discriminate a given input signal (i.e. the higher
gain) the more the chip is safe against noise triggering. A simple matching
of Tc values is not reliable because of unknown pedestal values which may

1The pedestal value Pi must be subtracted from the mean amplitude Mi

to compute properly the (S/N)i. For the typical input signal of 4 fC the
unknown pedestal introduces an about 10% systematic error.
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determine the result of the comparison (the systematic uncertainties are
rather high in this case).

This task can be solved differently: assuming that all ASICs have
about the same S/N-ratio after the first cut, a minimal noise automat-
ically determines the highest threshold. The noise measure was redefined
as ∆ = M−Tc, where M is the average Ti threshold for the chip. The role
of the ∆ parameter as an alternative to the standard deviation is shown
in fig. 3.6. The minimal ∆ characterizes how “close” to each other all 32
channels are and ensures a high trigger efficiency for the whole detector
module.

Figure 3.6: The threshold voltage Ti spread among 32 channels of the

PRO/A readout chip (see text above) for which the mean M
and its standard deviation can be found. The standard devi-
ation is smaller in case a.), but case b.) is preferable, because
the common threshold will be safer (better separated from the
noise).

Two different computer systems were used for data acquisition: “Win-
dows 98” at IDE AS in Oslo and “MacOS 8.0” at DESY Zeuthen. For
both platforms, “Microsoft Excel” files provide a compatible data format.
Therefore the evaluation program was written in “Visual Basic”. The pos-
itive ASIC yield was nearly 83% (31% - perfect and 52% - good). About
4% did not pass the quality check and the remaining 13% had corrupted
data. They could be used for test purposes.

3.3.4 Pad Hybrid

The PCB carries capacitive filters for the ASIC supply and RC-filters for
the threshold and the depletion voltages. Initially the hybrid prototype
had filtering capacitors for several bias voltages. In the final design these
were omitted without degrading the chip performance. The output trigger
pulse width was adjusted to 50 ns with an external resistor, drawing an
additional bias current.
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The calibration circuitry provides a double MIP signal for the even/odd
test inputs of the readout chip. This signal is generated by the front-
end and transmitted to the detector module via the stripline. On the
hybrid this pulse is terminated to match the characteristic impedance of
the stripline.

The hybrid circuit diagram and the board layout were designed in the
“OrCad” v.9.1 development system [52]. All hybrids passed functionality
tests before and after the ASIC assemby and after mounting of silicon
sensors.

3.4 Front-end Interface

Every electronic board, fig. 3.7, provides full control over a double φ-
sector made of 8 detector modules. This includes: setting thresholds,
generating, downloading, reading back and verifying of sequencer codes,
issuing calibration pulses, receiving and processing of trigger signals. The
need of a high-density device for these purposes led to a choice between
two commercially available platforms: the “Altera” [53] and the “Xilinx”
[54]. The support service availability and some technical advantages (see
table 3.2) were the main reasons to select the “Altera” family.

Figure 3.7: Front-end board with the“APEX”EP20K300E chip on the top
side (detector modules and the second FPGA aren’t shown).

Thus each card was equipped with two field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGA):“ACEX” EP1K30 for the slow control and“APEX” EP20K300E
for the online trigger data analysis. A platform-independent “Very fast
Hardware Programming Language”(VHDL) [55] was chosen for the FPGA
programming.
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The user access to the front-end is organized via a serial line input/output
interface (SLIO) to the controller area network (CAN). The CAN SLIO en-
vironment contains a front-end micro-controller P82C150 with a transceiver
PCA82C250 [56], and a VME card VIPC616 [57]. Programs in the “Lab-
View” framework [58] format are the top-level software of the CAN SLIO
hierarchy.

Table 3.2: High-density programmable devices.

Platform Xilinx Altera

Compatible
products

VIRTEX XCV50E..3200E APEX EP20K60E..1500E

Logic
densities

(1,7...71) K cells (2,5...52) K elements1

Max. clock
frequency, MHz

100 100

Advanced
technology

—
Clock boost
Clock shift
Multi-clock

Design
systems

Aliance2 (UNIX)
Foundation2 (UNIX)
PowerView2 (UNIX)

Quartus(Windows)

1“Altera” capabilities are the same as of “Xilinx” due to highly organized architecture.
2Requires the “Xilinx Design Manager” with a new license for the final compilation.

3.4.1 Hardware Solutions

Below some technical aspects of the electronics design are summarized:

• Special care has been taken for the hybrid and the front-end board
power supplies. Each detector module needs 3 supplies: analog and
digital voltages (± 2 V) for the readout chip and the depletion volt-
age for the silicon sensor. They all have independent sources and
their grounds are tied together at one common point on the hybrid.
This is a typical scheme used in low-noise equipment. The front-end
requires 4 different voltages, but contrary to the hybrid, all have the
same ground. This variety of voltages is explained by different types
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of semiconductor components. The following approaches to derive
all voltages from a single source are known:

– inductive DC-DC converters. They do not operate
in high magnetic fields in the tracker volume of H1;

– capacitive DC-DC convertes. They do not provide
enough power;

– linear regulators. They have a high power dissipation,
but they are, nevertheless, used for every supply line
individually to reject the pick-up noise from the long
power cables.

• The signals transmitted from the hybrid are driven by 200 µA cur-
rent sources inside the ASIC. Ultra-fast comparators MAX964EEE
[59] convert the current pulses into CMOS signal levels. The inter-
nal hysteresis loop of these comparators was not sufficient to com-
pensate for their parasitic output-to-input feedback. An additional
phase shift circuitry for incoming trigger pulses was therefore imple-
mented.

• The trigger data are transmitted to the H1 CDAQ via a screened
16-way cable. Differential line drivers AM26LV31 and their comple-
mentary receivers AM26LV32 [60] provide a maximum transmission
rate of 40 megawords per motherboard and per second.

• The JTAG protocol [61] was chosen to configure the FPGAs and
their EPROMs. This electrical standard allows the exchange of the
default and the pilot firmware during the trigger system operation.

The circuit diagram was developed using “OrCad” v.9.1. The draft
which included a detailed positioning of board components and a critical
routing of the high voltage and high frequency signals was prepared for
the layout design and the global wiring was passed to the commercial
company.

3.4.2 Slow Control Processor

The controller realized on the “ACEX” chip handles supply voltages for
the pad modules and sequencer codes and threshold voltages for the read-
out chips (see appendix A.1.2). For each single task this program includes
subroutines which are executed step by step in a single loop. Every sub-
routine has a flag (one bit in the control register) to enable or disable the
procedure call. The user may set or clear these flags and, hence, enable
or disable commands. After the last action the processor goes into an idle
state and waits for a “wake up” signal which then launches the next loop.
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Subprogram arguments, like threshold values and ASIC parameters, are
stored in a random-access memory (RAM). Each time the user changes
the RAM content, a handshake signal for the processor is automatically
generated. Optionally, the ASICs settings which are read back could be
compared to the source data and the corresponding matching flags are
assigned to a status register which contains also the watchdogs for the
supply voltages. One register contains an identifier code which is unique
for every new system configuration. The status word and the identifier
word are being readout and included in the H1 event data. The design
for the slow control processor was compiled in “Quartus II” [53] software
developer packages with the entry code written in the VHDL.

3.4.3 Data Reduction Processor

The data reduction algorithm implemented on the “APEX” chip performs
the synchronization of the detector pulses, pipelining of the raw data,
comparing the input trigger word to a stored pattern from the database
and coding the output information.

The synchronization scheme provides a timing gate for the detector
pulses with different phases which scatter in the range of 50 ns. Signals
from two different bunch crossings may potentially affect the trigger deci-
sion, therefore the synchronization is based on the following:

1. A trigger signal starts with a high-low level transition (leading edge
of the pulse). This definition helps also to supress bad channels,
which drive a permanent low level.

2. All signals are registered only within a time interval (gate), which
does not exceed one HERA bunch crossing.

The “gate” is started by the earliest trigger pulse and closed by a signal
derived from the HERA clock frequency. The delay of clock pulses provides
a variable gate width. After passing the synchronization module all signals
have uniform width and phase, fig. 3.8.

The whole trigger information (the raw data) is stored in the front-end
pipeline which depth allows for keeping data before and after the “T0”
bunch crossing. A memory write enable signal, the so-called “Pipeline
Enable” (“PEN”), is driven by the H1 central trigger.

A matching scheme for tracks is based on a set of masks stored in a
content addressable memory (CAM) for fast multiple searches. This is,
basically, a look-up table (LUT) with a possibility to write, exchange or
erase the memory content. The CAM capacity needed per one mother-
board amounts to 1024 32-bit records (masks). These records are obtained
from the trigger simulation and from the offline data analysis.
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The CAM module supports “don’t care” values for masks. This allows
for seeking for the whole mask entirely and also for smaller mask patterns.
Signals from any three, two and even one plane could be used to make the
trigger decision. Therefore more than one signature is programmed for
every possible track to provide higher trigger efficiency.

Figure 3.8: Synchronization of trigger pulses: despite their walk and
timing jitter the CAM input data are “standardized”.

The data output from the front-end is performed in two stages. When
the first level trigger is transparent for subdetectors, the “PEN” signal is
active and the data reduction processor is sending out hit multiplicities for
pads or topology data, i.e. polar angles θ of validated tracks. It allows for
the master card to make a fast trigger decision. Alone or in combination
with any other trigger elements, the BST L1 decision could be accepted by
the H1 central trigger. Afterwards the “PEN” goes low, the readout phase
starts and the front-end pipeline content (the raw data) is multiplexed to
the output. Some other subroutines: the H1 radiation monitor, the hit
multiplicity check and the recognition of upstream tracks, were added to
the main trigger program. The design for the data reduction processor
was compiled using “Quartus II” with the entry code written in VHDL.
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3.5 VME Interface Modules

The following VME modules are interfacing the Pad detector to the H1
CDAQ and to the H1 central trigger system [62]:

Two repeater cards untie high density cables coming from the detec-
tor, adapt signal levels to the H1 standard, provide the data fanout for
the PQZP store cards, the L2NN receiver card and the BST-Pad master
card described below, distribute and delay the HERA clock frequency and
H1 control signals all over the BST-Pad and prepare the “front-end ready”
(FER) acknowledge.

The store cards of the standard H1 PQZP system [63] are used to keep
the BST-Pad topological data during the H1 sampling phase. On demand
of the central DAQ their full content can be read out via the VME bus into
the “TSCD”bank #12. With an event announcement the PQZP sampling
stops and the L2NN starts latching the raw data available2 which are
stored thereafter into the “T2PQ” bank #513 (this L2NN receiver card is
not installed yet, therefore the bank is temporarily absent). The L2TT
receives the T0-relevant data from the PQZP through the port #5 and
writes them via the VME bus into the “T2PQ” bank #256.

The master card unifies data streams from 6 front-end boards and
searches for clear track signatures for the level-one trigger. It is done by
selecting events with not more than N tracks (1 ≤ N ≤ 12) in the whole
detector. An exact number should be found from the trigger efficiency
studies. A simplest solution applied for searches for the back-to-back
candidates as from J/Ψ → e+e− for N ≥ 2 is a look-up table which
validates an offset in φ between any two tracks in the transverse direction.
A veto signal is generated independently of the track trigger when at least
one upstream track in any sector has been registered or when the hit
multiplicity is enormously high.

The master card receives the identifier and the status words of the
BST-Pad from the front-end via the CAN SLIO interface. On demand
of the CDAQ those data are readout into the “TSCD” bank #12 via the
VME interface. The “read” and the “write” functions on the VME bus are
programmed for the standard (A24) supervisory and non-privileged data
access [64].

Circuit diagrams for the repeater cards and the master card were devel-
oped in “OrCad” v.9.1. The firmware design was compiled using “Quar-
tus II” with the entry code written in the VHDL.

2The complete history could be transmitted, but the actual front-end program
does it only for the T0-relevant data.
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3.6 Power Supply System

Originally, a “Hewlett Packard” 6500 series power system (no technical
information is provided by the supplier) was planned to supply the BST-
Pad. It has a modular structure and every module provides a floating and
adjustable DC voltage. The principle of operation of each module is based
on a high frequency (100 kHz) oscillator and a step-down transformer. Due
to a possibly large parasitic capacitance between primary and secondary
windings, this transformer shows a high common mode voltage (several
volts) induced in the output circuit. When two or more of such supply
modules have a common potential (for instance ground), the superposition
of the individual common mode voltages becomes critical, because the
100 kHz switches are not synchronized. The pad detector did not operate
properly with this type of power supply.

Another modular standard, “Gossen MSP64” [65], uses 50 Hz step-
down transformers and the common mode effect is much less due to the
low operating frequency. The disadvantage of this device is a digital volt-
age control which interferes with all internal circuits including the output
power rails. Therefore a new power supply system was developed based
on the following technical requirements:

1. Every front-end board has an individual supply module;

2. All voltages in this module arise from a common transformer;

3. Transformers operate at low frequency (50 Hz);

4. Analog voltage control is used (no clocked circuits etc.).

With special attention and care the filtering of the primary AC voltage
and of the output DC voltage was realized. The noise performance of the
trigger system was the criterion to optimize the power supply design. A
threshold scan (see chapter 3.3.3) was performed for different versions of
the detector power supply: the designed module, accumulator batteries
and “Rohde-Schwarz NGT20” voltage source [66], fig.3.9. At small thresh-
old values the designed power supply looks similar to the “NGT20”. Both
are better than batteries because the latter supply has always a high in-
ner resistance. Over a wide threshold range the BST-Pad power system
becomes more “clean” than the “NGT20” due to a careful board layout.

One additional module was designed for the depletion voltage supply.
This source provides a “high voltage” (0...70) V in six galvanically isolated
channels. The circuit diagram and the layout for the whole supply system
was developed in “OrCad” v.9.1.
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Figure 3.9: a.) Threshold scan with different supply sources and
b.) influence of the shielding scheme.

3.7 Operation Experience

First experience with electronics functioning in a high radiation field (up to
3.2 MRad = 3.2 x 104 Gy accumulated in 1.5 years), was not trouble-
free. After radiation accidents some BST-Pad control functions were lost
due to equipment refusals. Front-end access for repairing requires a time
consuming H1 facility dismount. A software (!) solution was found and
the problem could be fixed remotely. A few rules-of-thumb were extracted
for the detector upgrade and for the future front-end design:

1. The operating regimes of circuits should rely on ceramic resistors
and capacitors. Semiconductors should have sub-micron technology
to minimize radiation damage effects;

2. Analog circuits should have 100% feedback, i.e voltage repeaters
must be used rather than amplifiers. In any case the digital circuitry
is preferable because it operates with two robust signal levels;

3. As much functionality as possible should be implemented into the
program algorithm. It is always easier to recompile the design acti-
vating new FPGA resources than to repair the hardware.

The front-end of the new detector is based on commercial electronical
components. Ensuring their reliable operation in the environment with
radiation is a complicated task, therefore the online HERA background
control and the fast response on radiation effects in the silicon become
very important to keep the exposure rate below 100 Gy/year.



Chapter 4

Test Beam Results

Test measurements were performed for the silicon sensors at every stage
of the BST detector construction. The procedure of measuring their bias
current and break-through voltage and of checking their decoupling ca-
pacitors was described in [67].

A series of measurements of DC-regimes and response to high frequency
input signals was performed for the readout chip and the hybrid prototype
before the series production of the detector modules started. A variety of
experimental approaches was tried out in order to achieve better accu-
racy of the amplitude analysis to gauge energy deposits in the detector.
All of these methods provided equivalent results for the detector energy
resolution:

• Electrical charge injection via the special ASIC’s calibration input;

• Flashing a laser pulse onto a photodiode used as a silicon pad;

• Irradiating the silicon sensor by γ-quanta, β-particles and beam
electrons.

The calibration pulse method was used for main reference tests of the
detector modules. A special adapter card similar to the front-end board
was developed. Additional analog outputs of this adapter allowed for a di-
rect amplitude analysis. A digital oscilloscope “Tektronix” TDS-754C [68]
was used in the “histogram” mode as an analysing tool, fig. 4.1. The dy-
namic range and the eqivalent noise charge (ENC) of the readout chip,
the signal-to-noise ratio for 4 fC pulses, pile-up effects for frequent signals
and the long term and temperature stabilities were studied for the hybrid
prototype under laboratory conditions prior to a beam test.
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Figure 4.1: The amplitude measurement with the TDS-754C oscilloscope.
Peak voltages above a certain threshold are histogrammed in
a long time scale and the mean amplitude and its standard
deviation are online computed. Horizontal box margins set
threshold voltages and vertical ones – the acquisition time.

4.1 Beam Experiment

The performance of the pad hybrid prototype was measured with a 5 GeV
electron beam at DESY Hamburg. The advantages of accelerated particles
compared to radioactive sources and cosmic rays are:

• The beam has a well-defined direction;

• Small divergence and easy focusing;

• Large energy range close to HERA conditions;

• Precise timing and coherence;

• High particle flux is reachable.

The beam test allowed for modelling of a pad trigger system and inves-
tigating its efficiency and stability. Calibration measurements were per-
formed for more than 50 assembled pad modules prior to their installation
on the BST wheels.
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4.1.1 Experimental Test Setup

The test detector assembly consisted of three modules in one φ-sector
(22.5◦) mounted along the beam axis with 50 mm distances between them,
fig. 4.2. Each module consisted of a series type pad sensor assembled onto
a prototype hybrid.

Figure 4.2: Pad detector telescope for the test beam.

Analog signals from electrons and their discriminated trigger pulses
were buffered and transmitted via 40 m long cables to the data acquisition
system located in the radiation safe area. Several “Rohde-Schwarz” NGT-
series power supply units provided floating voltages for the silicon sensors,
hybrids and the front-end electronics.

The block diagram of the data acquisition system is shown in fig. 4.3.
The amplitude analyzer was based on the “LeCroy” 2249A analog-to-digit
converter (ADC) [69] in the CAMAC modular standard. During trigger
efficiency studies the CAMAC counter ZFK 53001 was used to sum up
discriminated detector pulses. The CAMAC digit-to-amplitude converter
(DAC) ZFK 5321 provided threshold settings for the detector modules.
The C.A.E.N. N93B NIM-timer [70] formed gate signals for the counter
and for the ADC.

1No technical information is provided on ZFK-series modules.
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The original software in the “LabView” format was developed for the
“Quadra 840AV” Macintosh PC to readout the ADC, to preprocess and
visualize the data and to store the information on the hard disk. Another
program was written to operate DAC thresholds and to start the counter
readout after some relaxation time. The computer strobe starting the
new measurement was sent to the trigger system via the C.A.E.N. V262
register. This was a multi-purpose VME module and hence used by the
third program to download PRO/A sequencer codes. The trigger logic
included combinatoric circuits, delay units and level converters in the NIM
standard.

Figure 4.3: The hardware setup for pad hybrid beam test and calibration.

4.1.2 Electron Tagger

A secondary beam of electrons produced at the “DESY-2” synchrotron
was used for test purposes. Here an internal 10 µm thin carbon target is
placed on a primary particle orbit, converts some fraction of accelerated
electrons into electron-photon showers. With a deflection magnet and
a collimating system the charged and the neutral components of these
showers are separated and the secondary electron beam is shaped.
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A variable magnetic field strength allows for an electron energy selection
between 1 and 5 GeV. The collimator had a square (1 x 1) cm2 aperture.
The beam axis was found precisely with two scintillation counters placed
at distances Z1 = -5.0 m and Z2 = -6.5 m from the collimator’s plane.
Every counter consisted of two organic scintillators, one vertically and
another horizontally oriented, with an active area of (2 x 1) cm2 each.
The second counter had an additional (5 x 5) cm2 scintillation plate with
a centered hole of 1.5 cm diameter, fig. 4.4, to veto electron-photon showers
originating from the test setup.

Figure 4.4: Beam line definition with 4 scintillation counters.

The track trigger was defined as a signal coincidence from all four scin-
tillation rods and the scintillation wall could give a veto signal. The max-
imum trigger rate observed was about 100 Hz, but mostly it stayed at a
few Hz level. A disadvantage of this trigger signal was its 200 ns delay
with respect to all pad pulses which, therefore, had to be delayed as well.

4.1.3 Detector Alignment

The pad detector test setup was mounted on a moveable platform between
scintillation counters. A beam profile was scanned using the eight rings of
pads of the detector modules themselves. This enabled their alignment in
the laboratory system. The number of discriminated pulses from the beam
electrons was counted for every single pad as a function of the ring number,
fig. 4.5, and the azimuthal angle φ disabling other channels. All counts
were normalized to the same number of beam trigger pulses. Initially all
thresholds were set to -120 mV to provide a noise frequency below 0.1 Hz.
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The readout chip on the first hybrid had a common threshold shift
which degraded the detector performance and led to smaller statistics. Af-
terwards this offset was determined and corrected by means of a threshold
scan.

Figure 4.5: Beam profile in the horizontal plane as measured with three
consecutive pad detectors in the DESY test beam.

The non-uniform pad size introduces a bias to the beam position X̄simple

calculated as a simple average over all events histogrammed in fig. 4.5,
therefore the weighted mean techniques [71] was utilized. The spatial
distribution of the beam particles (beam profile) is approximated by a
Gaussian, therefore the event weights wevent = 1/σ2

event provide the small-
est variance of the mean estimate, where σ2

event = σ2
instr +σ2

beam. For every
detector ring of the width Dring its instrumental uncertainty is found as
σinstr = Dring/

√
12 because of the uniform response function of each pad.

The beam uncertainty σbeam common to all events is derived iteratively
from the quadratic errors (X̄ −Xi)

2 starting with X̄ = X̄simple, where Xi

is a center of the i-th ring. The numerical tests of this method showed
precise results already for the first pass.

The beam intensity had a maximum at X = 94.83±0.05 mm for the first
module, 94.04±0.04 mm for the second and 92.13±0.04 mm for the third.
These results indicate an about 1 mm misalignment of at least two sensors
with respect to each other and an about 1◦ tilt of the whole detector in
the horizontal plane. The maximum displacement observed between the
first and the last sensors, however, was equal to 2.7 mm and thus still less
than the size of even the smallest pads.
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4.2 Measurement Programme

4.2.1 Analog Amplitude Measurements

The aim of this study was an amplitude analysis of genuine MIP signals
in the silicon sensor. For relativistic electrons their amplitude distribution
was obtained with a single detector module in self-triggering mode. In
practice this means that the trigger pulse launching the ADC is derived
from the same signal to be measured. The choice of a low discriminator
threshold was very important for the minimum bias trigger to find the
true peak position in the analog spectrum, fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Analog signals from 5 GeV electrons crossing perpendicularly
a pad detector. The first spectrum (solid line) has a real peak
which corresponds to the most probable amplitude. It is sep-
arated well from the noise pedestal. The second distribution
(dotted line) is just a high-energy tail of the first one with
some amplitudes below the threshold due to the discriminator
uncertainty.

In contrast to the calibration pulses, the spectrum of energy losses
of relativistic electrons is not a Gaussian distribution. According to the
Landau Theory it has a long tail to the high energy side due to some
probability of a large energy transfer in a single collision of the beam
electron with one of the silicon atoms. The mean energy loss on this curve
thus no longer corresponds to the peak which is now called the “most
probable energy loss”. This latter quantity, determined with a polynomial
data fit, was used to parametrize the distribution [72].
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The MIP signal for pad detectors was estimated as the most proba-
ble amplitude minus the ADC pedestal. This pedestal voltage measured
with a random trigger and with no beam obeys a Gaussian distribution
law. The ENC is defined, therefore, as one standard deviation of this dis-
tribution. The S/N-ratio is calculated as one MIP signal over the ENC.
Proper settings of the detector depletion voltage ensure the maximum sig-
nal swing while the choice of the FOXFET gate voltage is essential for the
ENC [73].

Signals available at analog outputs of the readout chip can be externally
shaped and filtered prior to the trigger discriminator in order to see how
optimal the amplifier part of the ASIC design is. The main advantage
of a direct amplitude measurement, nevertheless, is a small systematic
error as compared to the indirect finding from the threshold scan. This
latter requires accumulating of a large number of discriminated pulses.
The probability to count additional noise pulses increases at low treshold
values, which is not the case for the analog method where the threshold is
fixed, and provides equivalent conditions for the low-noise studies which
are summarised in fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: S/N vs. depletion a.) and FOXFET gate b.) voltages

Extended amplitude measurements supported the hybrid design opti-
mization. The prototype included a number of stabilizing capacitors for
the bias voltages to ensure stable operation of the readout chip. Removing
those one by one from the hybrid prototype in the test beam measurements
no degradation of the detector performance was observed. This led to a
greatly simplified final hybrid layout.
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4.2.2 Track Trigger Efficiency Studies

The large S/N-ratio observed for MIP signals allows a free threshold choice
within some limits where still all incoming particles can be registered –
the so-called “plateau” on the threshold scan curve. The number of counts
on the plateau gives an estimation of the single detector efficiency which
was found to be very close to 100%. The efficiency of a group of detectors,
however, depends also on their alignment and on their synchronization
scheme.

Figure 4.8: The masks, i.e. combinations of pads A∧B1∧C and A∧B2∧C
are allowed for the chosen track topology.

As an example, the trigger efficiency was measured for tracks defined
with hits in the three layers. The beam spot was focused onto single pads
of the first and the third sensors and by chance, the particle could cross
two pads in the middle plane, fig. 4.8. The number of tracks recognized
separatly by every of two masks and also by their combination was counted
and normalized onto the number of trigger events. Because of the beam
spread the partial efficiencies for these masks are low, but their mutual
value exceeds 95%, see table 4.1. Within error limits the measurement
result matches an expected efficiency with two complementary masks.

Table 4.1: Relative number of tracks in the silicon telescope measured
using the setup shown in fig. 4.8 for different threshold settings
of the middle detector. The symbol “PN1+N2” denotes the sum
of two probabilities N1 and N2.

Threshold,
units (mV)

N1 (%):
A∧B1∧C

N2 (%):
A∧B2∧C

PN1+N2

(%):
N3: (%)

A∧(B1∨B2)∧C

40 (-71) 61.3±1.5 32.7±1.5 94.0±3.0 95.8±0.6
50 (-97) 60.3±1.5 26.2±1.4 86.5±2.9 94.6±0.7
60 (-123) 61.8±1.5 29.7±1.4 91.5±2.9 91.0±0.9
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The count of tracks N obeys the binomial distribution law with the
mean value µN = pT and variance σ2

N = T · p(1 − p) where p ≡ ε stands
for the detector efficiency and T = 1000 is the number of beam triggers.
The sample proportion N/T is therefore an unbiased estimator of ε. The
variance of N/T is equal to σ2

N/T 2 = p(1− p)/T , hence the absolute error
bars for measurements are calculated:

σ(N/T ) =
√

N(T −N)/T 3 = ∆ε (4.1)

Table 4.2: Comparison of two types of synchronization.

Timing scheme NA (%) NB (%) NC (%)
PA∧B∧C

(%)
NA∧B∧C

(%)

Simple coinc.

Latch & coinc.
97.6
±0.5

99.1
±0.3

99.5
±0.2

96.2
±0.6

94.1±0.7

96.2±0.6

The result for the trigger efficiency was obtained with a simple coin-
cidence of discriminated pad signals. Additional 2% can be gained with
a refined synchronization scheme invented when the phase of these pulses
is standardized, table 4.2. With these fine tunings an efficiency of about
96% was obtained, fig 4.9.

Figure 4.9: a.) Typical signal and noise curves in the threshold scan; b.)
trigger efficiency vs. variable electron energy.
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4.2.3 Detector Calibration

Calibration measurements were performed for assembled detector mod-
ules. With 5 GeV electrons a threshold scan was done for every individual
pad. The plateau width determined in this section was a measure to
control the detector quality, fig. 4.10-a. and to select efficient modules,
fig. 4.10-b. with a plateau larger than 10 mV. This allows a reliable set-
ting of the operational threshold voltage just above the noise. For these
measurements the so-called “internal” trigger signal was defined by two
outermost silicon sensors.

Figure 4.10: a.) Threshold ranges where the trigger efficiency stays high
(the detectors with a zero plateau width aren’t shown);

b.) the detector’s selection relying on the plateau width.

Out of 55 tested modules 48 could be selected. For the remaining
7 detectors there was, essentialy, no plateau observed during the beam
calibration. Their counting rates for MIP signals were comparable small
even at low thresholds until the noise slope reached. These observations
were common to all pads of those wafers. It was found that all these
problematic sensors had a very high drain current ≈ 1 µA as compared to
10...100 nA for the normal detectors.

Such an efficiency decrease can be treated as being inherent to the sili-
con common mode noise (CMN) with one difference compared to stochas-
tic noise that it doesn’t cause any false signals, but supresses the trigger,
instead. Additional trigger masks known from the section 2.2.3 as permu-
tations are supposed to compensate the inefficiency of such pad detectors
in case of their usage for the trigger as spares.
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4.3 Conclusion

Preparation to the beam test made a great contribution to the front-end
hardware design and the slow control software development for the BST
trigger system. Parameters of pad detectors with new and recycled silicon
sensors were measured. During this test 48 well functioning modules with
predetermined thresholds could be selected.

The algorithm of the test beam profile scan with the pad detectors can
be applied for their alignment in the H1 coordinate system with a reason-
able statistics for the well-defined tracks in the BST angular acceptance.
The information about those tracks can also be used to study the trigger
efficiency of the BST-Pad inside the H1 facility.



Chapter 5

Data Analysis

After installation and solving the main experimental problems for the BST
functionality regarding stable power supply or slow control as described
above, the pad detector was running in H1. This operation suffered very
much from the high HERA background conditions in the initial phase of
HERA II which destroyed a large part of the detector. The development
time and effort needed to be shared between monitoring the radiation and
developing the BST-Pad became the main experimental task. There were
three distinct periods of data taking with the pad detector to investigate
its efficiency, timing resolution, etc.:

1. Efficiency studies for a single detector module: with identified
positrons in the backward region of H1 a threshold scan was per-
formed for two silicon sensors and their trigger efficiency was mea-
sured whose dependence on the threshold voltage was similar to the
beam test results.

2. Raw data recording from the whole pad detector with a random
trigger for minimum bias conditions. These data allow for the of-
fline reconstruction of tracks and their comparison with simulation
results. The detector information for several time slices is kept in
the pipeline and then read out to study synchronization of pulses
from different BST-Pad planes.

3. Efficiency measurement for a set of masks: the complete trigger
algorithm has been started and two L1-trigger elements of the BST,
the track trigger and the high multiplicity veto were investigated.

The amount of information per event in measurements from 1 to 3 in-
creased for the BST-Pad, therefore three different configurations of the
front-end with enhanced complexity of the data transmission algorithm
have been applied for those experiments because of the limited readout
bandwidth of the Pad system.
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5.1 Single Plane Efficiency Studies

The trigger efficiency of each detector module is determined as a ratio
between the number of tracks passing through the silicon sensor and the
number of tracks validated by the pad detector itself. This ratio was
measured with different threshold settings for the readout chip in order to
find a safe range (plateau) of the operational voltage.

A track candidate for the scattered positron is defined by two space
points, which are 3-dimensional coordinates (xV , yV , zV ) of the event ver-
tex and the energy cluster position (xS, yS, zS) in the SPACAL. The straight
line fit can be used for the particle trajectory down to a few GeV of en-
ergy of the scattered positron. Therefore the particle coordinates, (xB, yB),
when crossing one of the pad zB-planes, are found as:

xB = xV + (xS − xV ) · (zB − zV )/(zS − zV ) (5.1)

yB = yV + (yS − yV ) · (zB − zV )/(zS − zV ) (5.2)

The track candidate is accepted if these (xB, yB) coordinates fit into the
silicon sensor active area. During luminosity operation of HERA the
positrons are scattered into a large solid angle of the H1 detector. In the
trigger efficiency measurement this leads to rather lower statistics for each
individual pad. The threshold dependence has thus been investigated for
the entire silicon sensor with all pads enabled. Their global “OR” function
helps to prevent the double counting of hits.

The number of the output channels of each motherboard allows two
detector modules to be read out simultaneously in every HERA bunch
crossing. Two adjacent detectors in the first z-plane were chosen as they
cover the largest possible angular acceptance in θ, fig 5.1.

The “T0” data from the silicon pads were stored in the PQZP system.
The minimal pipeline depth PDPad for the BST-Pad:

PDPad = TL1 −∆TPad (5.3)

has to be greater than or equal to 21 time slices. The period TL1 of the
H1 sampling phase amounts to 24 HERA clock periods (2.3 µs). The
subdetector’s delay ∆TBST includes a delay of the synchronization algo-
rithm (described in the chapter 3.4.3), transition delays of the buffering
logics and signal delays of the data cables. It is estimated to be 3 or 4
HERA clock periods depending on the phase shift of the synchronization
frequency, see appendix A. With a chosen pipeline depth for 28 HERA
bunch crossings, most of the pad signals were found in the 21-st time slice
propagated backwards (to the past) from the “L1Keep” decision time of
the CT. Thus the timing scheme of the pad detector has been verified.
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Figure 5.1: Angular acceptance in φ a.) and θ b.) of two detector modules
Nr. 16 and Nr.17 used for the trigger efficiency measurements
(detector alignment is not yet done). The solid line shows the
total number of track candidates and the dashed one - events,
which contain signals from pads.

5.1.1 Data Selection

The data for single plane efficiency studies was taken in February 2003.
The integrated luminosity for this period amounts to 110 nb−1. Most of
the H1 sub-systems were included in the CDAQ readout. Whereas the
high voltage (HV) power supply is always provided for the H1 calorime-
ters, it is turned on for the tracking detectors only after the background
situation in HERA has been optimized. The run numbers for good oper-
ating conditions and reasonable amount of data collected are summarised
in table 5.1.

5.1.2 Fiducial Cuts

Besides “S0” or “S9” trigger conditions for the scattered positrons the fol-
lowing additional cuts on reconstructed event variables have been applied:

• The event z-vertex, fig. 5.2 a.), has to be in the range ± 30 cm from
the nominal position that corresponds roughly to ± 3σ Gauss (the
effect of the vertex smearing described in 2.2.3). This allows for a
background suppression of non relevant physical processes (beam-
gas, beam-wall scattering etc.);

• The event vertex has to be reconstructed in central trackers (vertex
type = 1) with precision ∆z not worse than 5 cm, fig. 5.2 b.). This
parameter enters the systematic error on efficiency measurements;
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Table 5.1: Raw data sample for the pad detector study with variable
threshold settings.

Threshold, mV Run Nr. L4 Events
-72 341274, 341275 33775
-78 341267, 341269, 341272, 341273 134333
-80 341478, 341480, 341481, 341487, 219533

341488, 341494, 341495, 341497
-85 340856, 340857, 340858, 340859, 128097

340860, 340869, 340870, 340872
-100 340874, 340875, 340877, 340905, 124136

340907, 340908
-110 340910, 340941 63981
-115 340878, 340879, 340881, 340882, 79248

340885
-120 340942, 340946 92362
-130 340948 23443
-140 340954, 340967 105385

• The energy deposit E ′
ē in the electromagnetic SPACAL has to be

larger than (15...20) GeV, fig. 5.2 c.), and the radius of the SPACAL
cluster rCL should not exceed the calorimeter cell size (4 cm), fig. 5.2
d.), to reject signals from γ-quanta or hadrons originating in photo-
production or in hadronic decays.

5.1.3 Detector Alignment

In order to minimize the systematic error on the efficiency measurement
where the number of track candidates depends on the BST-Pad accep-
tance, the CJC, the SPACAL and the pad detector have to be aligned
with respect to each other. By convention the H1 coordinate system is
defined by the central tracker, therefore the SPACAL has been aligned
first with respect to the CJC and then the BST-Pad position in between
was estimated.

SPACAL Alignment

Increased scattering angles of positrons make their track selection in the
BST aperture more critical to a parallel shift of the SPACAL and the
pad detector in the x-y plane. The SPACAL offset can be found exploring
Compton scattering [74]. This reaction has two products in the final state:
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the scattered positron and the bremsstrahlung photon. In the transverse
direction they establish 180◦ opening angle to obey the momentum con-
servation law. They can both be registered in the SPACAL and their
coordinates have the same bias which can be extracted from a series of
measurements. In the data analysis two electromagnetic clusters in the
backward calorimeter are required. Their energy sum has to exceed the
positron beam energy 27 GeV, but lower threshold are applied for selection
because both baricenters have a measurment uncertainty of a few GeV.

Figure 5.2: Kinematic cuts for the data selection: event vertex range a.)
and accuracy of the vertex reconstruction b.), the scattered
positron energy c.) and the radius of the SPACAL energy
cluster d.). The solid line shows all selected track candidates
and thedashed one - only those of tracks which are validated
in the pad detector.
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These clusters are connected by a line in the SPACAL plane and a
number of lines from many events determines the beam spot position. In
fig. 5.3, left part, these lines are shown by dots whose densities along X and
Y axes are histogrammed on the right side. The shapes of distributions
depend on the beam profile in the interaction region and for both the
Gaussian fits have been used. Taking into account the beam tilt and
the beam shift the geometrical center X0 = (0.1 ± 0.2) cm and (Y0 =
0.03±0.10)cm of this spot is found from 36 Compton events. To sufficient
approximation for the pad data analysis the SPACAL offset has been
omitted.

Figure 5.3: Distribution of Compton events in the SPACAL x− y plane.

BST-Pad Alignment with Respect to the CJC

The center position XP0, YP0 of each silicon wheel can be estimated with
respect to the beam line utilizing the least squares method. For an event
containing the vertex as measured by central trackers, the energetic cluster
in the SPACAL and the trigger signal from pads, the hit coordinates xi

and yi in the pad detector’s plane have been tabulated by formulae (5.1)
and (5.2) to fit a function R =

√
(xi − xP0)2 + (yi − yP0)2 which is an

expected pad radius. It is recommended [75] to use R2 for the optimal
circular fit, therefore the mean squared error function acquires the form:

S(XP0, YP0) =
events∑

i

[
(xi −XP0)

2 + (yi − YP0)
2 − r2

i

]2
(5.4)

where ri is the center of the triggered ring. It’s minimization with respect
to parameters XP0 and YP0 leads to a system of equations:
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δS(XP0, YP0)

δXP0

= 0;
δS(XP0, YP0)

δXP0

= 0; (5.5), (5.6)

which contain the third power of XP0, YP0. Linearization is done by Taylor
series representation of R2(XP0, YP0) at point (X0, Y0) = (0, 0) of the
reference coordinate system, where XP0 = X0 + ∆X and YP0 = Y0 + ∆Y :

R2(XP0, YP0) ≈ R2(X0, Y0) + ∆X
δR2

δ∆X

∣∣∣∣
(X0,Y0)

+ ∆Y
δR2

δ∆Y

∣∣∣∣
(X0,Y0)

(5.7)

R2(∆X, ∆Y ) = x2
i + y2

i − 2xi∆X − 2yi∆Y (5.8)

S(∆X, ∆Y ) =
events∑

i

[
(x2

i + y2
i − r2

i )− 2xi∆X − 2yi∆Y
]2

(5.9)

δS

δ∆X
= 2

events∑
i

[
(x2

i + y2
i − r2

i )− 2xi∆X − 2yi∆Y
]
(−xi) (5.10)

δS

δ∆Y
= 2

events∑
i

[
(x2

i + y2
i − r2
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The resulting equations:

2A∆X + 2B∆Y − C = 0, 2B∆X + 2D∆Y − E = 0 (5.12)

where A =
events∑

i

x2
i , B =

events∑
i

xiyi, D =
events∑

i

y2
i , (5.13), (5.14), (5.15)
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2
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i ), E =
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i

yi(x
2
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i ), (5.16), (5.17)

∆X =
CD −BE

2(AD −BB)
, ∆Y =

E − 2B∆X

2D
(5.18), (5.19)

The solution for ∆X = −6.2 ± 0.6 mm and ∆Y = −15.5 ± 1.6 mm
was found, where the error estimation is taken from the reference article
for 45◦ arc and 10 cm measured radius with a sufficient number of data
points. The method has been proven on simulated events in same BST Pad
geometry. An alternative alignment for the pad detectors could be done
with the BST Strip system [76] that requires knowledge about positioning
of silicon strip and pad sensors with respect to each other in the 3D space.
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5.1.4 Efficiency Measurement

Results of the threshold scan and efficiency calculations are given in fig. 5.4.
Fig. 5.4-a. represents the trigger efficiency of the first BST-Pad plane as a
function of the threshold voltages common to all detectors. In this figure
every point is an average value over the whole range of θ and φ available in
the experiment. The plateau region for those pad modules extends down
to -130 mV in good agreement with the beam calibration results.

Figure 5.4: Trigger efficiency of pad detectors with one hit requirement a.),
ring dependent efficiencies for individual detector modules b.).

Differential efficiencies for each detector module are shown in fig. 5.4-b.
For considering the radial subdivision of the silicon sensor the data for
different thresholds from the plateau region was unified because of the
lack of event statistics for individual rings. This helps to reveal prob-
lematic channels, for example the 4-th ring of the module 17 (sector 13).
Excluding them from the analysis, the single plane efficiency εS over the
whole area of two detectors is found to be εS = (90± 2)%. As the beam
calibration shows, most of the detectors have similar performance, there-
fore in configuration with 4 planes the total trigger efficiency with 3 hits
requirement can be estimated as:

εT = ε4
S + 4 · ε3

S(1− εS) = (95± 2)% (5.20)

Only statistical errors for the binomial distribution are considered. The
geometrical uncertainties: the error on the vertex reconstruction (it re-
sults in |∆x,y| ≤ 5 mm), the alignment imprecision (|∆x,y| ≤ 2 mm) and
the coordinate resolution of the SPACAL (|∆x,y| ≤ 2 mm) give rise to the
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systematic error of the efficiency measurement. These factors are uncor-
related, therefore their sum in quadrature estimates their common effect
that leads to a silicon sensor aperture smearing and causes the increase or
decrease of the number of accepted tracks. In practice this was included
in safety margins and two scenarios, the “good” (to accept) and the “bad”
(to reject) have been considered for every track candidate from which no
systematic shift was observed for the trigger efficiency.

Beam background and electronics noise are further sources of system-
atical errors. Their cumulative effect increases the probability of random
hits especially at low threshold voltages. In order to minimize their influ-
ence on the efficiency result, all tracks are validated in the pad detector
in a narrow corridor (within one pad size) around (xB, yB) space point.
Because of the 8-fold ring subdivision of each silicon sensor, this removes
7/8 of all pad signals which are not related to real tracks. Residual counts
were measured with the same statistics for positrons identified out of BST-
Pad acceptance. The fraction of those events is about 0.3% which can be
omitted.

5.2 Raw Data Analysis

For the Pad efficiency measurements a reliable track definition required
the SPACAL energy above 20 GeV. This excludes the low energies of
scattered electrons which are important for the FL measurements. The
new solution is based on the stand-alone track reconstruction in two or
three layers of the BST-Pad, therefore the raw data from several detector
planes has been analyzed.

5.2.1 Data Readout

The H1 CDAQ requires the BST trigger as a master to launch the data
readout in the so-called“dedicated”run. In the absence of the“store card”,
see chapter 3.5, the only possibility for the Pad system was to run in the
slave mode, to deliver the raw data during the H1 sampling phase and to
keep the information in the PQZP.

The so-called “time-division multiplexing” algorithm is utilised for the
raw data transmission. The front-end latches into registers the full gran-
ularity pad data for several consequent bunch crossings. The whole set
of data is split onto several clusters allocated to different time slices and
then every cluster takes a turn to use the output port, fig. 5.5. Two syn-
chronous counters were implemented, one for the transmitter and another
for the receiver, to identify clusters in the data stream.
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Figure 5.5: BST-Pad data frame in the time-division multiplexing scheme.

The period of these counters (“frame”) depends, besides the readout
bandwidth, on the amount of data to be sent out. Thus it determines the
system deadtime. The frame position in the PQZP memory is random
with respect to the H1 trigger, therefore the memory depth in terms of
time slices was chosen longer than the frame length. To prevent broken
messages (it happens when the “L1 Keep” signal occurs and makes the
PQZP system inactive), every frame is sent out twice increasing further
the deadtime. When a brocken readout occurs the tail of the previous
message is used in the offline analysis to recover the data.

5.2.2 Data Treatment

The raw data was taken for all four planes of the same two φ-sectors
(270.0◦.. 292.5◦ and 292.5◦..315.0◦) during the luminosity running pe-
riod of HERA from 10.11.02 till 26.11.02., but only one luminosity fill on
10.11.02 has been considered in the current analysis with the run numbers:
330396-330398, 330414, 330416, 330418, 330419, 330533, 330536,
330537, 330539, 330540 resulting in about 300.000 L4-built events.

The complete BST-Pad information for the latched bunch crossings was
reconstructed relying on the counter values. The choice of those collid-
ing bunches independent of the H1 trigger (random) allowed to scan the
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history through the whole pipeline and to study the distribution of the
trigger pulses in time. Again, the pad signals (now already from all 8
detector modules) are met mostly in a single interval which is number 21
propagated backwards from the “L1 Keep” moment with negligible counts
in the neighbouring time slices.

Figure 5.6: Radial distribution of hits in the pad detectors.

The functionality of the pad detectors was checked plotting the occur-
rence of signals for individual rings of the silicon sensors. Fig. 5.6. shows
that detector 3 had to be turned off and that the first ring of the first
detector was inefficient.

Rings at smaller radii contain more hits because they are situated close
to the beam. The frequency rise is observed for the outermost rings be-
cause their larger area starts to play a role. So far there were no “hot”
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pads discovered. It is proposed to implement such a histogram already at
the L4 trigger level for the online control of the BST trigger system.

The number of BST-Pad layers triggered simultaneously, and the hit
multiplicity per one sector per bunch crossing are plotted in fig. 5.7 a.)
and b.) respectively. Signals in 3 or 4 planes with a reasonably low hit
multiplicity per event give the most clear track signatures which are kept
in the data file.

For studies of a single plane efficiency the T0-relevant data have been
selected. In every sector the track is defined by any two triggered rings
in two different z-positions. Since the ring apertures are rather large
and can not be treated as space points to determine the equation for the
straight line, a random “ray generator” is being used to find all possible
track projections onto the 3-rd and the 4-th planes. Only pointing to the
interaction vertex rays have been considered and the so-called “internal”
efficiencies for all planes are calculated. With a common to all detector
modules threshold of -140 mV an average efficiency of 70% was measured
which agrees with results in 5.1.4.

Figure 5.7: The number of Pad-disks triggered simultaneously a.) and
hit multiplicities in one φ-sector b.) per one HERA bunch
crossing. Solid and dashed lines represent sectors 13 and 12
respectively.

The data descripancy occurres in the process of matching of the tracks
to the SPACAL energy clusters. The analysis code has to be more ad-
vanced in future and the efficiency has to be studied in more detailes.
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5.3 DIS Trigger and Background Veto

The raw data taking offers a possibility to study the background in H1
seen by the pad detector. The random selection of the bunch crossing
to be read out provides an unbiased background estimation. The multi-
plicity of pads (rings) triggered in one φ-sector is shown in fig. 5.8-a. in
correlation with the z-vertex position for each event. One can see, that
the multiplicity amounts to 4 or 5 hits for events with the central vertex
(±30 cm from the nominal IP), but it is particularly high for events with
(−200 ≤ z ≤ −80) cm which is a region of two HERA collimators C5a
and C5b. The multiplicity cut removes up to 15% of those background
events with a threshold of 6 hits per track. This was tested using the
luminosity data from the pilot BST-Pad runs for which the full version of
the trigger algorithm was loaded into the front-end. Fig. 5.8-b. shows that
this background filter provides about 10% suppression power and does not
affect any central vertex events.

Figure 5.8: Multiplicity of hits in the pad detector vs. interaction vertex
position as measured in the central trackers a.). Distribution of
events along the interaction region (solid line) and the fraction
of events rejected by the BST-Pad veto signal (dashed line) b.).

The vertex distribution as measured by central trackers with the prototype
low-Q2 DIS trigger S8 including the Pad detector is shown in fig. 5.9-a.
The large level-arm of the BST and the SPACAL tandem provides a high
selectivity for the vertex tracks. The L1 subtrigger is based on the lowest
SPACAL energy threshold and the track reconstructed with pads:

S8 = (TE 192 || TE 193) & (SPCLe IET > 0) & v:5 & f:1 (5.21)
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The shortcuts f:1 and v:5 to the TOF veto signals are given in 2.2.2.
The trigger mask set contained combinations for the low-momenta charged
particles that made possible the correct energy measurements with the
SPACAL, fig. 5.9-b. The run was transparent for the second level trigger
therefore an offline L2-filtering was required to match the BST track and
the cluster geometry. The energy spectrum obtained with the Pad trigger
approaches the one for the DIS – this is the main result of this project.

Figure 5.9: Event vertex a.) and the SPACAL energy b.) as measured
by the H1 apparatus with the pilot S8 trigger. The solid line
on the second plot shows all events acquired with the L1 sub-
trigger and the dashed one - the data passing the offline L2
filtering.



Chapter 6

The H1 Radiation Monitor

While the BST pad detector was designed and foreseen to operate as a
track trigger, it became clear during 2002 that it can serve as a very much
desired tool to monitor backgrounds from HERA which were extremely
high and no reliable data taking was possible prior to the spring shutdown
in 2003. This chapter describes therefore the further development of the
BST-Pad as the main H1 radiation monitor.

6.1 Radiation Sources in the Experiment

There are two main sources of the high beam-induced radiation inside
the H1 detector: a.) the synchrotron radiation and b.) proton beam
initiated collisions with the rest gas molecules in the beam pipe or with
the beam optics elements themselves. During the operation of HERA
after the luminosity upgrade the majority of the synchrotron radiation
entering the H1 detector is backscattered off absorbers which are situated
in the right region of H1 from the interaction point at -11 and -18 m [77].
In addition to synchrotron radiation background, off-momentum leptons
which have lost some fraction of their energy due to beam gas interactions
upstream (+z) of the detector are bent by the dipole magnet into the
beam pipe, leading to another source of ē related background.

The most significant background component observed in the H1 de-
tector arises from proton beam-gas interactions. A simple model which
describes the sensitivity of the background rates, measured in the CJC and
the BST pad detector, to the HERA beam currents and to the quality of
the vacuum at various points along the beam line has been developed [78].
During luminosity running, the rate is seen to depend on both beam cur-
rents, Iē and IP , and four contributions can be distinguished:

1. A small pedestal rate R0, determined in off-beam periods which is
constant in time and independent of the beam conditions;
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2. A contribution from synchrotron radiation, αSRIē, proportional to
the positron current;

3. A contribution from positron beam-gas interactions, αēIē〈PL〉, pro-
portional to the positron beam current and the average pressure to
the left of the IP;

4. A contribution from proton beam-gas interactions, αP IP 〈PR〉, pro-
portional to the proton beam current and the average pressure to
the right of the IP.

The synchrotron radiation power and higher order mode excitations
lead to heating effects in the beampipe and the average pressure in HERA
is supposed to depend linearly on the positron beam current. Assuming
that 〈PL〉 = PL

0 + γLIē and 〈PR〉 = PR
0 + γRIē, with P0 representing

the base pressure, the total background rate RBG can be parametrized as
follows:

RBG = R0 + α̃Iē + αēγLI2
ē + αP IP (PR

0 + γRIē) (6.1)

where α̃ = αSR + αēP
L
0 combines the contribution from synchrotron

radiation and from positron beam-gas at the base pressure. It is possi-
ble to derive values of α̃ and αēγL from the positron only fills, while the
coefficients αP PR

0 and αP γR could be determined during luminosity oper-
ation. The distinction of these terms allows then to identify the relative
importance of the different background mechanisms.

6.2 Radiation Effects in the BST

6.2.1 Silicon Sensors

Radiation damage of the semiconductor structure occurs through two basic
mechanisms:

1. Bulk damage due to displacement of atoms from their lattice sites.
This leads to changes in doping concentration with a correspond-
ing resistivity decrease, necessity of higher depletion voltage and
increased leakage current. Displacement damage depends on the
particle type and energy.

2. Surface damage due to charge build-up in the silicon oxide passiva-
tion layer and the creation of defects at the SiO2 - Si interface. Both
are induced by ionizing particles and lead to surface leakage currents
increase and a signal-to-noise level degrading. This effect depends
strongly on the sensor fabrication technology.
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Measurements held in H1 for the silicon detectors of the PLUG calorime-
ter which were exposed to high radiation doses showed that the damage
to the bulk of the silicon can be excluded [79]. Large surface damages ob-
served were inconsistent with those doses seen by the dosimeter, therefore
the main component of the background causing radiation effects can be
attributed to photons with energies below 30 keV to which the dosime-
ter was insensitive. Low energy photons (up to 50 keV) should be entirely
stopped in a few millimeter thick Beryllium beampipe [80] of the HERA-II
design.

6.2.2 Readout Electronics

Radiation effects on electronics can be divided into 3 different categories
according to their effects on the semiconductor components:

1. Single event effects are related to individual interactions in the sil-
icon. Highly ionizing particles can directly deposit enough charge
locally in the silicon to disturb the function of electronic circuits:

• Single event upset (SEU): The deposited charge is sufficient to
flip the value of an analog or logical signals, memory bit, etc.

• Single event latch-up (SEL) results in a short circuit between
the power supply and the ground. It can be triggered by a
locally deposited charge into the CMOS technology bulk. The
permanent damage that can’t be recoverd after the power reset
is classified as a single event burnout (SEB).

2. Hadrons may displace atoms in the silicon lattice of active devices
(displacement damage) and thereby affect their function. Bipolar
and especially optical devices: LEDs and opto-couplers are very sen-
sitive to this effect.

3. Total ionizing dose (TID) causes the threshold voltage of MOS tran-
sistors to change because of trapped charges in the silicon dioxide
gate insulator. Modern sub-micron technologies tend to be more
resistant to total dose effects, because these trapped charges can
potentially “escape” by tunneling effects. High performance analog
devices (e.g. amplifiers, ADC, DAC) may potentially be affected at
quite low doses of a few hundred Rad.

Redundancy design is needed for SEU corrections because this is a statis-
tical process which depends mainly on the dose rate. Most experts agree
that TID related problems are rarely seen for digital circuits below a few
kRad. Displacement damages can be estimated or approved with some
safety factors:
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Simulation uncertainty: Factor 2
Radiation qualification uncertainty: Factor 2
Component to component variation: Factor 2

The minimum total safety factor of 8 can be reduced if the radiation
qualification is justified with a precise monitoring of the radiation levels.

6.3 Radiation Monitoring with Pads

In view of the large background problems at HERA-II, the BST-Pad sys-
tem was configured to measure the radiation background inside the H1
facility. The BST-Pad is the trigger detector closest to the interaction
point, which suffers also the high radiation damage from upstream show-
ers. The detector has good sensitivity to the particle background and
reduced sensitivity to the synchrotron radiaton. The exposure rate is pro-
portional to the hit multiplicity N per detector area S per one HERA
bunch crossing T and expressed as dose D over time t:

R =
D [Gy]

t [s]
, D =

E [J ]

m [kg]
, m = ρ V (6.2), (6.3), (6.4)

The dose is determined by the energy deposition in the volume V of density
ρ. Relativistic muons, pions and protons suffer a collision energy loss
when passing through matter. In a thin silicon layer their stopping power
amounts to (18..25) keV per 100 µm and doesn’t depend on their initial
energies as they are minimum ionizing particles.

For relativistic electrons and positrons the radiation (bremsstrahlung)
contributes substantially to the stopping power when their energies are
much above the critical value of a few MeV. It leads to electron-photons
showers, but in a thin crystal this chain doesn’t develop because of a very
small interaction probability for γ-quanta. Thus electrons may be also
treated as MIPs. Some fraction of the energy destructing the crystal, so-
called“kerma”, is carried by ionizing charged particles liberated by neutral
ones [81].

E = N · ε · ρ x, ε =
δE

ρ δx
≈ 2 MeV cm2/g (6.5)

Substituting (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) into (6.2)

R =
1

S
· N

T
· ε, f [Hz] =

N [hits]

T [s]
=

S R

ε
(6.6), (6.7)

The silicon sensors have an area of S ≈ 20 cm2. The dose rate of 100 Gy
per year mentioned in 3.7 would correspond then to an equivalent fre-
quency f ∼ 400 kHz which is calculated online as a number of pads
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triggered within one second. In every φ-sector a number of hits is ac-
cumulated and transmitted to the master card as short packages of pulses
– the principle of the pulse number modulation (PNM). On the master
card these pulses are counted for one second, the maximum count rate
among 12 sectors is found and during the next second the integrated re-
sult is sent to the H1 CDAQ for the data logging and visualization while
the new result is being prepared. Finally, the dose rate is represented as
a number of pulses which are derived from the HERA clock frequency –
the principle of the frequency modulation (FM). The H1 central trigger
is measuring this modulated frequency which value is shown online in the
H1 and HERA control rooms. It can be also seen on any remote computer
under the Java applet:

http://h1lumiserver.desy.de:8080/main/h1mon.html

In fig. 6.1 the correlations between the BST-Pad count rate and the
beam currents are demonstrated as they look like on the display. In Fig. 6.2
the BST-Pad frequency is compared to the background rate measurements
by scintillation counters close to the beam pipe.

In contrary to the PNM algorithm, the frequency modulation provides
an equidistant position for signals and a quasi-constant load for the CDAQ
counter and, hence, a smooth curve on the display. The core part of the
VHDL code for the radiation monitor with some necessary comments to
the algorithm is given in appendix C.

The idea to deliver the maximum frequency may cause a so-called “hot
spot” effect when a couple of detectors give enormous high rate. This,
nevertheless, is still better than the average value because the synchrotron
background has a strong φ-dependence, and the intensity of the scattered
radiation varies with “1/distance” law. Thus a high radiation load must
be indicated for every detector module to avoid its fast ageing. Another
advantage of a small normal area for the radiation monitor is a weak count
rate dependence on the number of detectors in use. It allows to perform
different tests for the trigger algorithm without affecting the monitoring
rate.

A threshold choice for the radiation monitor provides a negligible R0

term in formula (6.1). An attempt to put a real MIP threshold led up
to a fivefold total rate increase depending on background conditions. It
means that 100 Gy/year limit would correspond then to 80 kHz count
rate measured with the chosen noisefree settings. Running at the level
of 80 kHz one should keep in mind that the real rate is higher and no
more room for safety is left. The need of lower thresholds for the trigger
operation requires the dynamic pedestal subtraction for the count rate
which was realised for up to 25 kHz noise frequency.
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Figure 6.1: Radiation monitor frequency as a function of beam currents.

Figure 6.2: Correlations between the radiation monitor frequency and the
lepton and the proton background rates as measured with the
scintillation counters close to the beam pipe.
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6.4 Further Applications for the BST-Pad

A number of further useful tasks were solved with the pad detectors during
HERA machine studies and during luminosity running:

HERA vacuum studies in the H1 region: The radiation monitor
is being used for indirect measurements of the rest-gas pressure in the
vicinity of the H1 detector, fig. 6.3-a. The rate increase may indicate the
vacuum worsening on the formula (6.1).

Figure 6.3: Linear a.) and quadratic b.) terms of the rad. monitor rate.

Control of background conditions: A clear correlation between the
CJC current due to random background hits and the count rate from the
silicon pads was observed, fig. 6.4. Trips of the CJC high voltage power
supply occur very often when the radiation monitor rate exceeds 50 kHz.

Figure 6.4: A similar to the rad. monitor behaviour of the CJC current.
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During injection this rate is usually high, but after the luminosity an-
nouncement it get used to optimize background conditions for H1 (colli-
mators positioning, beam focusing, etc.) by help of the BST-Pad before
the central and the forward chambers are turned on. In some cases, when
the situation is not getting better, the H1 shift crew may insist on a beam
dump and a new fill.

Cumulative dose: Vital parameters of all HERA experiments are stored
in a so-called“HERA archive”data base. It includes also the history of the
H1 radiation monitor rate. Thus it is possible to calculate the total dose
absorbed by the silicon, fig. 6.5. This result might potentially be affected
by a “hot-spot” – non-uniform radiation field conditions [82].

Figure 6.5: a.) The particle occupancy of the electromagnetic SPACAL
during the HERA luminosity run. The marked region in the
SPACAL XY-plane corresponds to the radiation monitor cov-
erage area. b.) A monthly dose of about 100 rad1 was observed
for this sector of the silicon pad detector in autumn 2002, cal-
culated from the two periods indicated.

Beam dump watchdog: There was a proposal made to use the radiation
monitor in correlation with the veto wall or some other sensitive sub-
detectors for the automatic beam shut-down. The system which would
trigger the decision to dump the beam should be tolerable to spikes or to
occasional rate increase within a few minutes. By now just a sound alarm
is generated for the shift crew when the background is too high.

1Measured with a high (≈ 1.5 MIP) threshold. The real dose may result
in 500 rad/month that gives nearly 100 Gy/year which was specified.
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6.5 Design Outlook

Electronics design must cope with radiation levels over full lifetime with
sufficient safety factors. In addition to the radiation monitoring, a spe-
cial technical service is necessary for different parts of the sub-detector
functioning in radiation conditions:

• Analog circuitry requires a regular threshold scan with a calibration
pulse to check the gain and(or) the comparator threshold change of
the readout chip.

• Loss of data from a few detector channels can be accepted, but no
effects on general trigger signals should occur. If it is the case, then
parts of the system should be reprogrammed to borrow these trigger
bits from the less important channels.

• Soft failures must be resolved by the front-end re-initializing and the
reset procedure should be reasonable fast. Configuration data must
be regulary updated to prevent its corruption in the memory due to
single event upsets.

These works have to be done independently of the ongoing function of
the Pad system, but the detector multitasking makes it difficult to keep
all parallel sub-processes unaffected. It makes the device maintenance
slower and as experience shows, any kind of additional functionality must
be realized leaving the detector for its primary physics goal untouched, if
possible.



Summary

Changes made to the H1 detector during the HERA upgrade in 2001 are
briefly described in this thesis. The first level trigger of H1 includes now
5 new trigger elements from the silicon pad detector which was developed
with this thesis to improve measurements of the Deep Inelastic Scattering
at low Q2 and low x for studies of the proton structure functions.

The most accurate measurement of FL and F2 in the acceptance region
of the Backward Silicon Tracker of H1 has been the main motivation for the
trigger device to reduce background and identify DIS where the scattered
lepton only defines the interaction vertex in the H1 detector.

Because of the limited bandwidth of the H1 CDAQ the BST trigger
becomes especially important to keep the rate of the DIS event candidates
at a level acceptable for the H1 central trigger as it increases significantly
with higher HERA-II luminosity.

The BSTT is the fastest detector of H1. It complies with the “dead
timeless” triggering concept and it needs only 4 HERA clock periods to
deliver the track information to the H1 central trigger system. The repro-
grammable front-end makes it suitable for some other applications like the
H1 radiation monitor which was an essential tool during HERA machine
studies.

The detector development did cover both the electronics design and
the computer engineering. That included the hybrid design, the complete
measurement of parameters of the PRO/A readout chip and evaluation
of the best ASICs, development of the new front-end (motherboard) in-
cluding firmware for the slow detector control and for the trigger data
reduction. The power supply system for the front-end was design and also
several VME modules interfacing the BSTT to the H1. First operation of
the BST Pad system in the high radiation environment during HERA-II
startup provided valuable experience in detector design. For more relia-
bility of the mixed analog and digital system, some circuitry redundancy
and more careful selection of electronical components are required.

For the BST detector upgrade more effort was invested into software
development. Therefore skills in the VHDL programming were mastered
for microcontrollers and the local DAQ architectures.
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Three beam tests were performed which revealed an important under-
standing of properties of the silicon detectors, for instance the common
mode effect. A short detector design summary and test results were pub-
lished in [43].

Luminosity data were taken with the BST pad detector in H1 and
trigger efficiencies of individual detector modules have been measured.
Predictions for the total efficiency of the track trigger result in (95 ± 2)
%, but it has to be studied in more detail especially at low energies of
the scattered electrons (positrons). Further data analysis, in particular
studies of the beam-induced background in H1, opens a possibility to veto
those non-physical events already at the first trigger level.

A comprehensive overview of the BST Pad system is given in this Ph.D.
thesis. Some intermediate results were also presented on the “DPG-2000”
and “DPG-2002” conferences, on the international workshop on the vertex
detectors “Vertex-2001” and on the seminar at the Humboldt University
zu Berlin in January 2002.



Appendix A

Subsystems of the BST-Pad

A.1 Slow Control Subsystem

The slow control subsystem of the BST-Pad, fig. A.1, controls the operat-
ing regimes for the silicon pad detectors. That includes:

1. Fast initialization of the front-end to recover from radiation effects;

2. Downloading and reading out sequencer codes for the PRO/A ASICs;
3. Setting and reading back thresholds for the pad hybrids;

4. Power supply operation and monitoring;

5. Temperature measurements.

The last two processes run regularly with a characteristic time interval
of several seconds. Any other tasks are performed only once before the
detector operation, therefore a default “power on” configuration has been
implemented for them. The control functions are distributed between the
front-end boards and an unique VME interface card, the so-called “power-
and download-station” (PDS).

A.1.1 PDS Control Functions

The functionality of the PDS module is defined by four control registers.
Writing data in one of those registers forces, therefore, the commands to
be automatically executed by the PDS, see table A.1. The actual register
contents and the system response can be read out via the VME interface.
This VME bus is controlled by a MacVEE V370 which is connected to a
Macintosh PC (current IP: 131.169.33.234).
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Figure A.1: Block diagram of the BST-Pad slow control system.
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The full register address consists of 8 hexadecimal digits. The first digit
(the most significant one) corresponds to a slot number of the interface
card in the Macintosh PC. The second is defined by a VME crate number
as set on the V370 controller. The remaining six positions are related to
the PDS module itself. The upper two digits are preselected by hardware
switches on the board. The PC, the MacVEE and PDS address area
establishes the so-called“base address”of the control register. The current
base address is E266. The last four hexadecimal digits - the“offset”values,
- are given in table A.1. If the PDS board is addressed, but the offset is
any other than those specified, a bus error signal will be generated.

Table A.1: PDS slow control functions

Offset Register Data Bits Write Read Description
0000 1 15...0 Yes Yes Identifier word
0002 2 10...8 Yes Yes JTAG multiplexer
0002 2 5...0 Yes Yes Front-end reset
0004 3 13...8 No Yes Initialization status
0004 3 5...0 No Yes “Look at me” status
0006 4 13...8 No Yes Low voltage status
0006 4 5...0 Yes Yes High voltage control

The identifier word in the first control register has a free, user-defined
data format to keep track of any changes to the BST-Pad detector settings
(version of firmware, sequencer code, threshold values, mask sets, etc.). It
is recommended, therefore, to assign same identifiers to the PDS and to
the Master card because this word is appended to the H1 data. The default
(“power-on”) data setting is “0000” (hexadecimal, further “hex”).

A JTAG multiplexer contained in the PDS is routing the JTAG
interface from the industrial PC (current IP: 131.169.133.87) to the front-
end board to be programmed. The multiplexer address is selected by
three bits: “8”, “9” and “10” of the second control register (table A.2)
and corresponds to the board number 0...5 (control channel). For any
other combination of these bits there is no valid address defined! During
changing the JTAG address the other bits of the second register must be
protected against overwriting. The default data setting is “000” (binary).

The front-end reset of channels 0...5 is performed through bits “0...5”
of the second control register. A“1”setting allows the corresponding front-
end board to be initialized via the JTAG or from the on-board EPROM
while “0” forces the front-end reset. During reset or initialization any
other bit of the second register must be protected against overwriting.
The default data setting is “11111” (binary).
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The initialization status of channels 0...5 is indicated by bits “8...13”
of the third control register. A“1”means successful initialization while “0”
shows that the front-end circuitry has failed to initialize. These signals
are also visualized individually for every channel by front-panel LEDs.

The “look at me” status of channels 0...5 is indicated by bits “0...5”
of the third control register. A “1” shows that command execution has
been completed by the front-end while “0” means that the process is still
under way. A logic OR combination of all six LAM signals is indicated by
a front-panel LED.

The low voltage status of channels 0...5 is indicated by bits “8...13”
of the fourth control register. A “1” means that the corresponding power
module delivers the supply voltages while “0” denotes that these voltages
are off.

The high voltage control of channels 0...5 is performed through bits
“0...5”of the fourth control register. A“1”setting switches the correspond-
ing depletion voltage on while a “0” turns it off. The default data setting
is “00000” (binary).

Table A.2: Channel select for the firmware programming

Bit 10 Bit 9 Bit 8 Front-end board PDS front-side connector
0 0 0 0 XS1 (main board)
0 0 1 1 XS2 (main board)
0 1 0 2 XS5 (piggyback)
0 1 1 3 XS6 (piggyback)
1 0 0 4 XS7 (piggyback)
1 0 1 5 XS8 (piggyback)

A.1.2 Front-end Control Functions

A large programmable logics chip (ACEX) houses numerous control func-
tions for the front-end operation. It is configured at power-on from an
on-board EEPROM and can be programmed by user through the JTAG
interface. The slow control processor, fig. A.2, is based on clocked state
machine symbolically called “KGB”. The commands to be executed are
masked by the control register (CR) bits. The chip features also a bidi-
rectional interface to the CAN controller.
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Figure A.2: Architecture of the slow control processor.
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Control Register

All CR bits and their associated commands are listed below:

A Bit 0 =“1”forces discriminator thresholds to be set for those hybrids
which are specified in the mask register, see table A.3 for details. This
bit can be assigned by the user, but it will be overwritten automatically
during the “power on” or “power reset” procedures described below. The
new value is copied from the corresponding bit in the 0x01 (hex) register.
The “look at me” signal going high causes an asynchronous reset for the
Bit 0.

A Bit 1 = “1” forces downloading of ASIC sequencer codes. This bit
can be assigned by the user, but it will be overwritten automatically during
the“power on”or“power reset”procedures described below. The new value
is copied from the corresponding bit in the 0x01 (hex) register. The “look
at me” signal going high causes an asynchronous reset for the Bit 1.

A Bit 2 = “1” forces reading back of ASIC sequencer codes. This
bit can be assigned by the user, but it will be overwritten automatically
during the “power on” or “power reset” procedures described below. The
new value is copied from the corresponding bit in the 0x01 (hex) register.
The “look at me” signal going high causes an asynchronous reset for the
Bit 2.

A Bit 3 = “1” forces the analog and digital voltages to shut off. Set
by the user this bit will be automatically reset after the beginning of the
shutdown procedure.

A Bit 4 = “1” forces the data block readout. Set by the user this bit
will be automatically reset after the last byte is sent. Pulling “ACX APX”
to “1” causes an asynchronous reset for the Bit 4 as well.

A Bit 5 = “1” forces writing a block of data. Set by the user this bit
will be automatically reset after capturing the last byte. Pulling “Load”
or “ACX APX” to “1” causes an asynchronous reset for the Bit 5 as well.

The last two bits: Bit 6 and Bit 7 select one of the status registers for
the readout. For the combination: Bit 6 = “0”, Bit 7 = “0” (“00” bin) the
voltage control register is chosen. The “10” (bin) corresponds to the low
byte and “01” (bin) - to the upper byte of the ID word while the “11” (bin)
is related to the ASICs download control. These bits can be assigned by
the user, but they will be overwritten automatically during the “power on”
or “power reset” procedures described below.

Note: the memory cell 0x01 (hex), which is a data source for the control
register, is protected against overwriting during sending a block of data
to the RAM !
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Data Transmission

The CAN micro-controller (µcontroller) uses three signals: “ACX APX”,
“Load” and “Sync” to supervise the data exchange with the ACEX RAM.
“ACX APX” is a chip select signal for the ACEX. During any control
action it must always be “0”. “Load” is controlling the information flow:
by setting it to “0” the CAN µcontroller drives the data and the ACEX is
turned in receiver mode while “1” reverses the data flow. “Sync” is used
to synchronize the data transmission. Its “high-to-low” transition (further
↓) latches the address present on the data bus while the “low-to-high”
transition (↑) latches the data itself. Pulling “Load”or “ACX APX” to “1”
inhibits the RAM content update.

The RAM capacity amounts to 2048 bytes1. It is possible to write the
content of any single byte or to download a block of bytes. The data
readout is possible in blocks only. The block length is stored at address
0x7F (hex) and protected against overwriting during sending a block of
data to the RAM. The maximum length amounts to 255 bytes, the default
value is set to zero.

The address of the first byte to be written or read out consists of the
base address and the offset stored at 0x7B (hex) and 0x7C (hex), re-
spectively. Both, the base address and the offset are protected against
overwriting during sending a block of data to the RAM. The base address
ranges from 0 to 7 and the offset from 0 to 255, and their default values
are set to zero.

Writing a block of data starts immediately after the CR Bit 5 is set
to “1”. With the next “Sync” ↑ the data present on the data bus will
be latched into memory cells starting from the address Base Address +
Offset. Every“Sync”↓ will increment the address until it reaches the value
Base Address + Offset + Block Length.

The block readout starts after “Load” going high if the CR Bit 4
was set to “1” before. Again, the “Sync” ↓ increments n times the output
address (n = Block Length). After the block readout being complete, the
register specified by CR Bit 6 and Bit 7 can be read out.

Power Supply Reset

The power for pad hybrids, see chapter 3.4, is switched off for two seconds
after setting “Load” if the CR Bit 3 was set to “1” before. The idea of this
procedure is to respond locally to a possible ASIC latch-up without any
external power off (the front-end board can be left running). The analog

1All numbers are represented in decimal format, unless otherwise specified.
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bipolar voltage is turned on again after one second and the digital bipolar
voltage after two seconds, according to PRO/A specifications. The same
switching sequence is provided for the hybrids supply during the global
power-on of the front-end.

Setting up Thresholds

The procedure starts after “Load” went high if CR Bit 0 was set to “1”
before. For each hybrid a corresponding flag in the mask register must
be set to “1”. This helps to change one or more thresholds while keeping
all others unchanged. The threshold voltages −1V ≤ Uthres ≤ 0.2V are
encoded as Data = int(213 · (0.2−Uthres [V ])) to be stored in the memory.
Each byte thus contains one individual threshold value for one hybrid.

Table A.3: Structure of the mask register 0x02 (hex)

Flags Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Hybrid 00 01 02 03 13 12 11 10

The pad hybrids are indexed by their sector number in φ (low bit). High
digit corresponds to the plane number in −z direction, i.e. the“hybrid 12”
means one in the odd sector situated in the 2-nd plane.

Example: set -200 mV threshold for the hybrid 03.

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Load" = "0"

Set "Data" = "01" (hex) % Selecting the control register %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "01" (hex) % Assigning the control register %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Data" = "02" (hex) % Selecting the mask register %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "10" (hex) % Assigning the mask register %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Data" = "07" (hex) % Selecting the hybrid_03 %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "55" (hex) % Assigning the threshold %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Load" = "1"
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Setting up PRO/A ASICs

The procedure starts after “Load” went high if CR Bit 1 was set to “1”
before. All hybrids are loaded in parallel with common data strobe. The
ASICs data are stored in eight rows which are aligned in the RAM through
addresses 12 (dec) to 83 (dec). Each row contains one sequencer code and
the corresponding hybrid is selected by a bit number, see table A.4.

Table A.4: Matching between sequencer codes and RAM bits

Location Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Hybrid 13 03 12 02 11 01 10 00

The PRO/A readout chip has default settings which contains only “0”
in all register bits (subtraction mode is on, calibration and current com-
pensation circuitries are off, all 32 digital outputs are enabled for trigger
pulses, all analog outputs are disabled, no channels are connected to the
calibration input). There is no need to change these during startup, but
in a case of change some recommendations must be considered:

1. While programming one or more hybrids, the data in neighbouring
bits must be protected against overwriting.

2. The following table shows how to program the preamplifier’s gain
by two bits in the sequencer code:

Table A.5: Gain stages of the PRO/A readout chip

Gain stage small medium default high
Gain select bit 0 1 1 0 0
Gain select bit 1 0 1 0 1

3. It is impractical to connect more than one odd and one even ASIC
channels to the “Odd” and “Even” calibration inputs.

ASICs Download Control

The procedure starts after “Load” went high if CR Bit 2 was set to “1”
before. All hybrids are read out in parallel with common data strobe. The
received data is compared with the RAM content and a status report for
every detector module is generated. A “1” means successful readback for
the corresponding hybrid (see table A.5) while “0” showes a failure.
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Example: set gain to “Small” for all hybrids and
check that they were loaded properly.

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Load" = "0"

Set "Data" = "01" (hex) % Selecting the control register %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "C6" (hex) % Assigning the control register %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Data" = "4E" (hex) % Selecting the gain stage bit_0 %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "FF" (hex) % Assigning the gain stage bit_0 %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Data" = "4F" (hex) % Selecting the gain stage bit_1 %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "00" (hex) % Assigning the gain stage bit_1 %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Load" = "1"

Supply Voltage Control

A voltage drop below 10% is being detected for the front-end power sup-
plies: +5.0V for the CAN µcontroller, +3.3V for most of components,
+2.5V for the ACEX core and +1.8V for the APEX core. For ±2.0V
analog and ±2.0V digital supplies of the pad hybrids both, undervoltage
and overvoltage within 10% levels are indicated. Voltage failures trigger
corresponding bits (watchdogs) in the status register, see table A.6. A “1”
denotes the normal value for the given voltage while “0” shows an alarm.
The “Sync” ↑ during “Load” =“1” will reset these watchdogs if the tripped
voltages got recovered.

Table A.6: Matching between supply voltages and data bits

Position Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
Voltage +5.0 +3.3 +2.5 +1.8 -2.0D +2.0D -2.0A +2.0A

Identifier Registers

Two registers 0x7D and 0x7E are reserved to keep the identifier word.
These can be assigned individually or filled during the block transfer. The
remaining memory is dedicated to the CAN µcontroller for storage of
temperature values. The temperature measurement is performed by the
CAN chip itself and not covered in this description.
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Below is given a memory initialization file which contains all necessary
data for the BST-Pad slow control system:

depth = 2048; % Memory size is required %

width = 8; % Enter decimal numbers %

ADDRESS_RADIX = DEC; % Radices are optional. Enter BIN, DEC, %

DATA_RADIX = BIN; % HEX, OCT; unless otherwise specified %

% radices = HEX %

content

begin

0: 00000000; % This memory cell is not used %

1: 11000111; % Set thresholds, download and check %

% ASICs and read out of a check status %

2: 11111111; % Process all DAC channels %

3: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_10: -110 mV %

4: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_11: -110 mV %

5: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_12: -110 mV %

6: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_13: -110 mV %

7: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_03: -110 mV %

8: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_02: -110 mV %

9: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_01: -110 mV %

10: 01000010; % Default threshold for hybrid_00: -110 mV %

11: 00000000; % This memory cell is not used %

[12..43]: 00000000; % Test enable = "Off" for all pads %

[44..75]: 00000000; % Trigger output = "On" for all pads %

76: 00000000; % Calibr. mode = "Off" for all hybrids %

77: 00000000; % Current comp. = "Off" for all hybrids %

78: 00000000; % Gain select bit_0 = "0" for all hybrids %

79: 11111111; % Gain select bit_1 = "1" for all hybrids %

80: 00000000; % Analog output = "Off" for all hybrids %

81: 00000000; % Individual mode = "Off" for all hybrids %

82: 00000000; % Negative signal = "Off" for all hybrids %

83: 00000000; % Time-over-thres. = "Off" for all hybrids %

[84..2047]: 00000000; % This memory area is not used %

end;
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A.2 Data Reduction Subsystem

All six front-end boards and one master card (fig. A.3), perform the trigger
data reduction. This section gives detailed information how to prepare
those components for data processing.

A.2.1 Setting up the Front-end

Downloading of trigger masks to the front-end is realized via the CAN
interface. The “ACX APX” signal must be set to “1”. The CAM capacity
for masks amounts to 256 long words (32 bits each). The APEX chip on
the front-end board contains 4 CAM modules. A combination of two bits
in the control register provides a “CAM write enable” signal for one of
them, see table A.7.

Table A.7: CAM multiplexer

Bit 1 Bit 0 CAM purpose
0 0 veto masks for the even sector
0 1 veto masks for the odd sector
1 0 trigger masks for the even sector
1 1 trigger masks for the odd sector

Each mask is transmitted as a block of data. Its length amounts to 4
bytes for masks with exact matching and to 8 bytes for masks with “don’t
care” conditions (“X”). In the latter case Bit 2 in the control register must
be set to “1”, otherwise to “0”. The “Load” signal must be set to “0” for
writing, the “Sync” ↓ latches the address (except for the control register)
and “Sync” ↑ - the data values. A CAM readout is not possible in this
design. The following sequence has to be maintained to download a mask
properly:

1. Control bits Bit 0, Bit 1 and Bit 2 are assigned with the first
“Sync” ↓. The block transfer procedure starts if all other five bits
contain zeros, otherwise the whole byte can be treated as a free
address. This helps the processor to distinguish between a new mask
and the identifier.

2. The first data byte corresponds to the first BST-Pad plane with
respect to the interaction vertex (disk “0”).

3. The second“Sync”↓ latches the mask address (0 to 255). The masks
are sorted accordingly to their ascending occurrence (decreasing ra-
dius of the track projection onto the SPACAL x-y plane). This
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order must be kept through all CAM addresses - it is particularly
important for the L2TT trigger data.

4. The second, the third and the fourth data bytes correspond to the
next detector planes respectively. The mask address is protected
against overwriting until the fourth byte has been reached.

5. The CAM access and the mask exchange take place during the next
block transfer and require two clock cycles. Therefore at least two
additional “Sync” ↑ pulses must be sent for the last mask. This can
be combined with setting up the pipeline depth at 7F (hex) which
defaults to 20 and the identifier registers 7D (hex) and 7E (hex).

Example: load the trigger mask “1234” over the address 66 (hex) for
subsector 0 with “X”-condition in the third detector plane.

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Load" = "0"

Set "Data" = "06" (hex) % Assigning the control register %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "01" (hex) % Mask pattern for the 1st plane %

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Data" = "66" (hex) % Assigning the mask address %

Set "Sync" = "0"

Set "Data" = "02" (hex) % Mask pattern for the 2nd plane %

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Data" = "04" (hex) % Mask pattern for the 3rd plane %

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Data" = "08" (hex) % Mask pattern for the 4th plane %

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Data" = "00" (hex)

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Data" = "00" (hex)

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Data" = "04" (hex) % "X"-pattern for the 3rd plane %

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Data" = "00" (hex)

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Sync" = "1", "0"

Set "Sync" = "1"

Set "Load" = "1"
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Figure A.3: Block diagram of the BST-Pad data reduction system.
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A.2.2 Setting up the Master Card

CAN System

The VME-module VIPC616 interfaces six front-end boards equipped with
CAN micro-controllers (nodes) to the BST-Pad slow control system. Ac-
cording to the CAN specification every node has an unique address, see
table A.8. The master card carries a node too with the address “6” (hex).

Table A.8: CAN components of the front-end

Node address “D” “E” “F” “A” “B” “C”
Front-end board 0 1 2 3 4 5
BST sector in φ◦ 0-45 45-90 90-135 225-270 270-315 315-360

Identifier and Status Registers

Assignment of the identifier register is done via the CAN interface by help
of the“Load”, “Sync”and“Csel” control signals described above (the latter
is an analog of the “ACX APX” switch). The lower and upper bytes of
the ID word are stored on the ACEX chip (the “Csel” has to be “0”) under
the addresses 7D (hex) and 7E (hex).

The status word is formed by signals from the front-end boards and
from the repeater cards. The “LAM” status of channels 0...5 is indicated
by bits “0...5” of the status register. A “1” shows that the corresponding
board is ready for data taking. Bit 6 and Bit 7 indicate the power supply
status of the first and the second repeater cards, respectively, and Bit 8
indicates the supply status of the master card itself. A “1” denotes good
operating conditions and can be used to improve the data reliability. All
other bits are set to zero.

Both, the identifier and the status words are read out via the VME
bus. The current base address of the master card is 9066 (hex) where the
last two digits are preselected by hardware switches on the board. Two
address offsets: 0000 (hex) for the identifier and 0004 (hex) for the status
registers are predefined. The master card will generate a bus error signal
if the offset is any other than those specified.

Test Mode Select

The “Pipeline enable” and the “Fast clear” signals as well as the HERA
clock frequency are provided by the H1 central trigger system via a back-
plane connector of the master card. For test purposes these signals can
also be applied from front panel connectors, in this case the “Fast clear”
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pulse must have an inverse polarity. To use the master card outside the
STC crate a jumper XP7 (see the circuit diagram) has to be set. This
insures a stable board operation because without any signal source the
backplane receivers have a tendency to oscillate.

Clock Adjustment

The master card uses strobes of two repeaters to latch the trigger data
from the front-end. The data processing is synchronized to the HERA
clock frequency and has programmable delays for all signals with respect
to each other. With a multi-position switch SA1 it is possible to delay
the running algorithm as a whole by up to 100 ns in 10 equidistant steps
(in practice: move within one HERA clock peroid). It is particularly
important for separating the raw data from the radiation monitor pulses.

Front Panel Indicators

A green and a red LED on the front panel visualize trigger and veto events,
correspondingly. These indicators are driven by mono-flops with 100 ms
period and 10% duty cycle.

A.2.3 Setting up the Repeater Card

Test Mode Select

The “Pipeline enable” and the “Fast clear” signals as well as the HERA
clock frequency are provided by the H1 central trigger system via a back-
plane connector of the repeater card. For test purposes these signals can
also be provided from the front panel connectors, in this case the “Fast
clear” pulse must have an inverse polarity.

Table A.9: Signal sources for the front-end

XP7 shunts Backplane Front panel Auto-sequence Pushbutton
1-2 Set Set
3-4 Set ?) ?)
5-6 Set

?) Must be set if the clock frequency is provided via the front panel connector.

Utilizing an external clock frequency the repeater card is able to emulate
commands of the central trigger with a programmable period and duty
cycle for the “Pipeline enable” signal. The on-board SB1 pushbutton can
be used as an advanced clock generator to which the control signals are
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synchronized. The last option needs also an external frequency for a spe-
cial subroutine which prevents the button contact chatter. Routing of the
control and clock signals to the front-end is done by setting shunts be-
tween contact groups of the XP7 connector, see table A.9. Important: a
quasi-complementary signal “L1Keep” is sent to the front-end instead of
the “Pipeline enable”, because the latter starts usually after the “L1Keep”
has been removed. That allows for “fresh” data to “ripple” through the
pipeline.

Each repeater card whatches “LAM” signals from the front-end boards.
Those with “LAM” = “0” inhibit data strobe to the master card and to
the PQZP system. This excludes any front-end boards being not con-
figured from trigger decisions and insures for them a zero content in the
TSCD bank #12. In test mode this option can be disabled individually
for channels “0...2” and “3...5” by setting shunts between contact groups
11-12, 13-14 and 15-16 of the connector XP7 (see the circuit diagram).

Clock Adjustment

With a multi-position switch SA2 the rising edge of the “L1Keep” signal
can be delayed by up to 100 ns in 10 equidistant steps. In the same way
the SA3 switch delays the falling edge of the “L1Keep” signal and the SA4
delays the data strobe accompanying the L1 trigger word. The SA1 switch
provides a common variable delay for all processes with respect to the clock
pulses. The global timing scheme of the data reduction algorithm is given
in fig. A.4.

Front Panel Indicators

A red LED on the front panel shows a “heartbeat” of the repeater card.
Driven by a mono-flop (0.7 Hz and 3% duty cycle), it is flashing when
both, the “Run” signal and the HERA clock frequency, are provided by
the central trigger. A green LED indicates the “Pipeline enable” signal
when it is active.

A.3 Technical documentation

All circuit diagrams for the pad hybrid, for the front-end, for the power
supply system, for the repeater card and for the master card, the firmware
code sources and the text of this thesis can be found in the internet under:

http://www.desy.de/∼tsurin/Data/
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Figure A.4: Delays of the BST-Pad data at different system levels with
respect to the unique e±P interaction time T0.



Appendix B

Topological Trigger Data

The principle of data delivery shown in fig 2.11 needs explanations on the
data structure and, for completeness, on the data treatment. The first
eight BST-Pad words transmitted contain the polar and the azimuthal
angles of the track candidates. The word position in this sequence corre-
sponds to one front-end board whose φ-sectors - even and odd, are repre-
sented by lower and upper bytes, see table B.1.

Table B.1: Data package for the L2TT

Clock cycle Board Sectors Range in φ◦

1 0
0 (lower byte)
1 (upper byte)

0.0 - 22.5
22.5 - 45.0

2 1
2 (lower byte)
3 (upper byte)

45.0 - 67.5
67.5 - 90.0

3 2
4 (lower byte)
5 (upper byte)

90.0 - 112.5
112.5 - 135.0

4 —

5 3
10 (lower byte)
11 (upper byte)

225.0 - 247.5
247.5 - 270.0

6 4
12 (lower byte)
13 (upper byte)

270.0 - 292.5
292.5 - 315.0

7 5
14 (lower byte)
15 (upper byte)

315.0 - 337.5
337.5 - 360.0

8 —

111
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The track or veto candidates in every sector are denoted by a combi-
nation of Bit 7 and Bit 6 in the corresponding data bytes, see table B.2.
The track information is coded by Bit 5...Bit 1 in table B.3.

Table B.2: Truth table for coding the trigger and veto signals

Bit 7 Bit 6 Event class Purpose Bit 5 ... Bit 1
1 0 Vertex track Trigger only SPACAL radius
1 1 Vertex track. Trigger/Veto SPACAL radius
0 1 Background Veto only Hit multiplicity
0 0 — — Hit multiplicity

Validation of a track candidate is possible online by matching the BST-
Pad signals to the triggered SPACAL cells. It is, therefore, more conve-
nient for the topological trigger to dial with a track projection onto the
SPACAL r−φ plane rather than with a polar angle θ. For a variety of
simulated events (the particles momenta spread between 6 GeV/c and
27 GeV/c) these radial projections were calculated.

Each trigger mask has a certain acceptance in z, θ and φ, and therefore
allows for the projection smearing. The distributions of the SPACAL radii
obtained for all masks approach a Gaussian (χ2 / degrees of freedom ≈ 2)
with a standard deviation varying from 10mm (for the mask “0112”) to
52 mm (for the mask “5780”).

The unique mask number (CAM address) matches the mean radius of
the track projection, whose uncertainty for every single event does not
degrade much when up to 16 neighbouring masks are coded to give a
common signal. If several masks have triggered, the algorithm calculates
their total projection range in which the L2TT can search for the local
energy deposits (clusters) in the SPACAL. The five bits of the BST L2TT
data word become enough to cover all possible track geometries.

Each entry in table B.3 represents a group of masks. A gap of 4 mm
between groups “00100” and “00101”, “10010” and “10011”, “11001” and
“11010” is still less than a size of the SPACAL electromagnetic cell equal
to 4 cm.

The number of masks and their permutations necessary to reach ≈ 99%
trigger efficiency is about 100, therefore more than one half of the CAM
area stays unconfigured and many bit combinations in table B.3 are not
used, but they are reserved for the 2-hit track candidates.

Input receivers AM26LV32 of the repeater card drive high potentials
(logical “1”) in a case of unpowered front-end or unplugged input cables.
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Therefore all signals from the front-end have an inverse polarity to ensure
a zero content in the TSCD bank #12 for missing hardware. In the offline
analysis these data are inverted again.

Table B.3: Truth table for coding the track geometry

Bit 5...Bit 1 SPACAL radius, mm Mask addresses
Cluster localizations for single tracks

00001 152...180 00...0F (hex)
00010 180...197 10...1F (hex)
00011 197...215 20...2F (hex)
00100 215...232 30...3F (hex)
00101 236...242 40...4F (hex)
00110 242...260 50...5F (hex)
00111 260...288 60...6F (hex)
01000 288...354 70...7F (hex)

Multiple tracks confined to narrow ranges
10001 152...197 00...1F (hex)
10010 197...232 20...3F (hex)
10011 236...260 40...5F (hex)
10100 260...354 60...7F (hex)

Multiple tracks confined to broad ranges
11001 152...232 00...3F (hex)
11010 236...354 40...7F (hex)

Multiple tracks in the whole acceptance
11101 152...354 00...7F (hex)



Appendix C

HERA Background Control

The task of the radiation monitor is a computation of the count rate for
each silicon sensor. This algorithm is a part of the data reduction sub-
system of the BST-Pad distributed between the front-end and the VME
interface. This note helps all experts involved to understand some impor-
tant software solutions and gives an exercise on the VHDL programming.

Front-end Firmware

Six front-end boards transmit their intermediate results to the master
card. During the H1 sampling phase these data are stored in the TSCD
bank #12 making possible the offline background studies, in particular
its azimuthal distribution. A strong z-dependence of the count rate was
observed in each φ-sector, nevertheless a maximum value over 4 detector
planes is being processed. Two independent subroutines (for the even and
odd sectors) are running in parallel on each motherboard. As a transmit-
ting protocol a pulse number modulation algorithm was chosen.

For each silicon sensor a variable Shovel acquires a number of trig-
gered pads in every bunch crossing. The counter Basket is incremented
by this number synchronously to the HERA clock frequency during the
acquisition time denoted by a parameter Collect. A signal Firewood is
always equal to the maximum Basket value and determines, therefore,
the number of pulses to be sent to the Master card (PNM package).

During a short gap (1 clock period) between two acquisition intervals
the PNM package is copied to an Oven counter which is decremented
afterwards one by one synchronously to the clock frequency until its value
reaches a zero. Together with “emptying” the Oven content the output
clock pulses are generated. This PNM process is blocked by a signal
PH Lock for 4 bunch crossings during a raw data transmission.

114
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-----------

Shovel <= SUM_of_ONES_8(Sensor);

Collect <= Gate and (not Push);

-----------

process(Worker, HERA, Shovel, Collect)

begin

if (Worker = ’1’) then

Basket <= 0;

elsif (HERA’event and HERA = ’0’) then

if (Collect = ’1’) then

Basket <= Basket + Shovel;

else

null;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

Firewood <= Basket + Tray;

-----------

process(HERA, Timer, Limit, Firewood, Tray, PH_Lock)

begin

if (HERA’event and HERA = ’1’) then

if (Timer = Limit) then

Oven <= Firewood;

elsif (Tray > 0 and PH_Lock = ’0’) then

Oven <= Oven - 1;

else

null;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process (Tray, HERA)

begin

if (Tray > 0) then

RAD_MON <= HERA;

else

RAD_MON <= ’0’;

end if;

end process;

-----------
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The acquisition period lasts 50 ms. It is long enough to obtain a rea-
sonable statistics. On the other hand it is short to provide a constant load
for the master card - the number of pulses sent out at once should not be
too large. The maximum number of integrated hits per 50 ms may reach
4 · 106 that requires up to 80 MHz carrying frequency for the PNM. The
actual bandwidth is limited by the clock frequency of 10 MHz, but the de-
tector is not supposed to work with such a permanent radiation load. In
spikes, nevertheless, the rate may exceed 107 hits per second. In this case
the remaining number of pulses Tray is added to the new PNM package
being prepared.

-----------

process(HERA, Inhibit, Oven)

begin

if (HERA’event and HERA = ’0’) then

if (Inhibit = ’0’) then

Tray <= Oven;

else

null;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(Timer, Gate)

begin

if (Timer = 0 and Gate = ’0’) then

Worker <= ’1’;

else

Worker <= ’0’;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(HERA, Limit, Basket)

begin

if (HERA’event and HERA = ’1’) then

if ((Limit - 7) <= Basket) then

Overflow <= ’1’;

else

Overflow <= ’0’;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------
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All Basket counters are cleared in the beginning of a new acquisition
interval by help of a Worker signal. If any of them exceed a certain
value Limit before the acquisition interval is finished, signals Overflow
are generated for the corresponding hybrids and their disjunction Push
starts the PNM and forces the acquisition timer reset (signal Door). Two
auxiliary signals Inhibit and Gate allow for safe condition assignments
for better program reliability.

-----------

Push <= Overflow;

-----------

process(Gate, Push)

begin

if (Gate = ’0’) then

Door <= ’0’;

elsif(Push’event and Push = ’1’) then

Door <= ’1’;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(HERA, Door, Limit)

begin

if (HERA’event and HERA = ’0’) then

if (Door = ’1’) then

Timer <= Limit - 1;

else

Timer <= Timer + 1;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(HERA, Timer, Limit)

begin

if (HERA’event and HERA = ’1’) then

if (Timer = Limit) then

Inhibit <= ’1’;

else

Inhibit <= ’0’;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------
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-----------

process(HERA, Timer, Limit)

begin

if (HERA’event and HERA = ’1’) then

if (Timer < (Limit - 1)) then

Gate <= ’1’;

else

Gate <= ’0’;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

Master Card Firmware

The subroutine running on the APEX chip of the Master card utilizes
twelve counters Basket to accumulate PNM packages from the BST-Pad
sectors during the acquisition time denoted by a signal Collect. Incre-
menting of those counters is blocked by a signal PH Lock during the
raw data transmission. The acquisition time amounts to one second that
normalizes all count rates to one Hertz. Signal Worker clears all accu-
mulators in the beginning of a new acquisition interval.

The modulation frequency Firewood amounts to a maximum Basket
rate (0...10 MHz) minus a presettable pedestal value (0...25.5 kHz). The
latter allows for rejection of an electronics noise and for using lower trigger
thresholds. It is found as: fped(Hz) = 100 ·Data (dec), where the pedestal
data PED REG (1 byte) is stored at the address 7F (hex). The default
data is zero. To change it via the CAN interface the given address and
the new value have to be latched by “Sync”↓ and “Sync” ↑ resepectively
while keeping “Csel” = “1” and “Load” = “0”.

Mixing of carrier and modulation frequencies is realized with a cyclic
counter FRQ CNT the period of which Result (the counter limit in
terms of clock pulses) is computed dynamically as an integer quotient of
division:

Result[clocks] =
fcarrier[clocks · sec−1]

(1 + Firewood)[sec−1]

During every FRQ CNT cycle a standard (96 ns) pulse is generated and
sent to the output. Thus the RAD MON signal rate obtains discrete
values between 1/2 · fclock and 1/10000000 · fclock. A logarithmic scale
provides a smooth curve for the plotted rate history. An integrating logics
of the central trigger compute a value for the current radiation load of the
BST-Pad detectors.
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-----------

process(Worker, RM_int, Collect)

begin

if (Worker = ’1’) then

Basket <= 0;

elsif (RM_int’event and RM_int = ’1’) then

if (Collect = ’1’) then

Basket <= Basket + 1;

else

null;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

Firewood <= Basket - Pedestal;

-----------

process(Clock)

begin

if (Clock’event and Clock = ’1’) then

Timer <= Timer + 1;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(Clock, Timer)

begin

if (Clock’event and Clock = ’0’) then

if (Timer < (Limit - 1)) then

Collect <= ’1’;

else

Collect <= ’0’;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(Timer, Collect)

begin

if (Timer = 0 and Collect = ’0’) then

Worker <= ’1’;

else

Worker <= ’0’;

end if;

end process;

-----------
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-----------

process(Clock, FRQ_DEL, Result)

begin

if (Clock’event and Clock = ’1’) then

if (FRQ_DEL /= Result) then

FRQ_CNT <= FRQ_CNT + 1;

else

FRQ_CNT <= 0;

end if;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(Clock, FRQ_CNT)

begin

if (Clock’event and Clock = ’0’) then

FRQ_DEL <= FRQ_CNT;

end if;

end process;

-----------

process(FRQ_CNT)

begin

case FRQ_CNT is

when 1 =>

RAD_MON <= ’1’;

when others =>

RAD_MON <= ’0’;

end case;

end process;

-----------
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